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After being made aware of the
problem last Friday, Vice-President
of Finance Robert Winterberg ar-

expose the facts. The final decision
which side you choose will by your's
to make. We are just attempting to
help make public some of the facts.

Ike Issac
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Life after college? What an unlikely question
the begining of another semester.
Joe Freshman is quite sure there is life after c<
had better be if he's to justify all the time and mo
about to invest in his education. Besides, everyone t
ter four years of intense academic study there is a v
citing, high-paying job waiting
for every colleg*
yes...fulfillment, satisfaction and happiness are o
away.
Joe Graduate, on the other hand, isn't so sure«
after college*. His wonderful, exciting, high-payi"
out to be more like an endless, boring ritual of arri
at the same place to perform the same meaningless
only lead him to the same bank, week after week,
hand. While the check in hand is certainly wot
(usually much less than Joe knows he's worth
fulfillment, satisfaction and happiness.
Is there life after college? What an unlikely
deed. A friend and I drove to San Diego a couplago. As we drove down the superslab I noticed th
ten cars were carrying students (cars loaded wit
albums) to their southern California dorms. Deja'
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Blackwell— "the total back"
When senior running back Gary
Blackwell arrived at UOP, his
strength was so concentrated that he
had little flexibility. Since then the
Cinderella story of Blackwell has
transformed him into "UOP's best
total back."
"Gary is a well rounded player,"
compliments running backs coach
Gary Campbell. "He runs well,
blocks well, catches well and knows
the system. He has better speed than
most fullbacks and has real good
balance," he continues.
"Gary is one of the stronger guys
on the team," adds Campbell.
"When I look at a fullback I don't
always look at speed. I look at their
strength and ability to break tackles
and gain yardage," he said. "Gary is
that kind of guy."
Campbell is not alone in his
praise of Blackwell.
"Gary Blackwell might be our
most valuable player," said Head
Coach Bob Toledo. "He does so
many things for the offense that we
have to be able to get him the ball
more. On top of that, he has a great
second effort."
When Blackwell came to Pacific
he was much the same size he is now,
weighing in at 200, 5'11" (as opposed
to his current 205). But at that time
Blackwell lacked flexibility. He spent
a great deal of time in high school lifing weights, building his strength and
size. He changed all that though when
he came to UOP.
"Gary Blackwell came to us as
an athlete on a bulk, heavy, free
weight program," remembers defen
sive coordinator/strength coach
Frank Bauer. "He was very tight and
inflexible. We pulled him off the free
weights and put him on the Nautilus
equipment to give him back his
flexibility,"
he continued. "He's
gone back to free weights but he cat
ches better now and has full
flexibility."
"I haven't lifted weights hard
since 1 came to UOP," said Blackwell
who can still bench in excess of 400
pounds. "I've been on the Nautilus

program and haven't worked with
real heavy weights since high school.
I've worked on my flexibility. I'm
pretty flexible now and I have total
range of motion.
"It's helped me out," he con
tinues. "It's helped me to reach for
passes and has helped in my running
game. I'm able to move differently

in addition to closing in on UOP's alltime top ten list in pass receptions. In
'81 he earned UOP's Co-Offensive
MVP award with Paul Schreiner, his
best single effort last season being
against Long Beach State when he
picked up 87 yards on 10 carries,
aiding Pacific to a 17-10 win. Blackwell's best career outing, which he

Senior Gary Blackwell
and take a hit and get away a little,"
he smiles.
That "getting away a little" is
Blackwell's second effort that he is so
often praised for.
Blackwell, a native of Norwalk,
Ca. and one of UOP's tri-captains in
1982, has rushed for more yardage
than any other player in each of the
last two seasons and is approaching
the 1,000 yard mark (39 yards short)

remembers well, was in his
sophomore year against Hawaii when
he tallied up 113 yards on 11 carries,
including a 73 yard touchdown run.
"That was a highlight of my
career," said Blackwell. "A fullback
doesn't get many chaces for a long
run when you're up against good db's
(defensive backs) like at Hawaii, but I
was able to have that surge of
breakaway speed," he grins.

Blackwell may have well had a
star-studded season his sophomore
year but he missed the better part of
five games with a serious foot injury.
He still managed to rush for 495 yards
that year though, and was a con
tributor to UOP's upset victory over
Washington State.
"The Washington State game
was a major victory and I was really
happy to be a part of it, although I
played with a broken foot. I was
given the game ball that week and it
was a real honor," said the shy, softspoken Blackwell.
If Blackwell has the kind of
season that is expected of him, he'll
have many more honors bestowed
upon him. And, what does Blackwell
expect of himself?
"I'd like to get to the 1,000 yard
mark and be one of the top backs in
the league and also be a leader and
major contributor to the team," said
Blackwell. "I'd like to help the team
to a league title and the California
Bowl."
Blackwell, a member of Coach
Bob Toledo's first graduating class,
believes that the '82 Tigers have a fair
shot at the PCAA title.
"The program has progressed
very well," assesses Blackwell. "It's a
very good program now. We have the
experience that we needed."
After graduation Blackwell, a
communications/physical education
double major, would like to con
tinue his football career and play
professionally if the opportunity
arises.
"If I don't get drafted I'd like to
try to sign as a free agent," said
Blackwell. And if not playing?
"Hopefully I'll be able to get in
to a position where I can fulfill both
areas of study (combining com
munications
and
physical
education)," said Blackwell. "I
would like to always be around foot
ball."
But for now, Blackwell will be
around plenty of football and will be
treating UOP fans to some stunning
offensive play.
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Jniversity's Director of Business Ser
vices, Mark Friend, to save the
University students' money on their
supplemental insurance policy, turled into a complex problem that had
to be reversed due to student com
plaints.

nave nuuceu, out uiu nut.
After being made aware of the
problem last Friday, Vice-President
of Finance Robert Winterberg ar
bitrarily ordered that the insurance
problem would be taken resolved.
"The only way I would do something
in this manner is if the president or
dered it," he said. "I will not con
done it, or permit it, and it will not
happen in this way. I am sorry for
any problems that it may have
caused," he said.

The problem arose when the
decision was made, by Mr. Friend, to
make students return the reply card
for the insurance only if they did not
want to enroll in the policy. This was
a complete reversal as compared to
past years where students returned
the card only if they wanted the extra
insurance.
Mr. Friend stated that the reason
for the change was to try to keep the
Cost down. "I was trying to act in the
students' best interest," he said.
"There would have been a 25
percent increase in the policy if we did
not do it this way, but now I realize

Mark Friend
the confusion, and wished the
problem was caught before it got to
this stage. "We have never done
business in this manner, and don't in-

After much confusion and
debate, the current suplemental in
surance policy will be stopped. No
student will be charged unless they
request the service. A new letter will
be sent out and students that want the
insurance will mail back the card.
If you have any questions, stop
by the Finance Center and they will
be happy to answer any questions
that may arise.

^ cLOOK INSIDE
Sneak previews of this year s five
upcoming drama department stage
productions and dance com
pany/drama
department
collaboration. From the classical
musical, Guys and Dolls, to the more
obscure, yet facinating, Exit the
King, there's something to interest
everyone. For more information on
getting involved, or a quick review,
see page 4...

Inside
Sports
this
On our editorial page, get a dif
ferent viewpoint on Academic Chair week..Volleyball is well on it's way to
person Greg Buntz's speech and in- a 42nd league win...Football looks to
suing controversy...A round of ap an upcoming first win in '82...9thplause for Volleyball Coach ranked Water Polo takes it's talent to
Liskevych and the whole team...Also the UC Irvine Tourney... And, Golf
some strong opinions on why a recall debuts in Wolfpack Classic... For the
of Joe Hartley might have been suc complete story and more, see Sports,
pages 6 and 7...
cessful...
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Speech mis
understanding
By Dan Sousa
Managing Editor

Ike Issac

Q.
How do you feel about this
entire issue that has come up?
A.
I would like to prevent a
polarization of this issue, if possible.
We need some dialog and discussion
in an open forum.
Q.
How do you feel about the
claims we should reduce our standing
to 2A?
A.
It is not whether or not we
reduce to a different level of football.
It's whether we want a football
program or not. This is the cheapest
possible program that we can run."
Q.
What about the claims of the
cost to the university?
A.
Where the distortion comes is
when you take the facts out of con
text. The importance becomes not
each item, but, 'How much does it
cost the university?'
Q.
What about the claims made
at the All-University Conference?
A.
I think what we need more
than anything else is that people can't
go off half-cocked in public sessions,
and express opinions that aren't
based on fact. We have got to
acquaint them with the facts; we have
got to have some dialogue.
Q.
What about the fence
surrounding the practice field?

Rosenzweig spoke last and his
topic was on tuition in state-run
schools. Rosenzweig feels it is im
perative that California starts
charging tuition at the state schools,
or the independent school will begin
to be in jeopardy. Rosenzweig did
manage to take a swipe at Governor
Jerry Brown by saying, "Who will be
the next governor will want to be
governor- we have had too many
years of ineffectiveness."

jntz speak
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expose the facts. The final decision oF
which side you choose will by your's
to make. We are just attempting to
help make public some of the facts.

the library. I hope the faculty will put
their money where there large voices
have been.

Greg Buntz
A.
The fence was a PAF tradeout; it did not cost the university any
money.
Q.
What about faculty criticism
in athletics?
A
I thind there are a lot of faculty
around here who like to sit back and
have a cup of coffee and a cigarette
and talk about what development has
not been done. If they really are in
terested, they ought to get out and get
out after that. It is tragic that we do
not have a library, but that was not a
priority and there was no group that
went out and got a library."

Greg Buntz, chairman of UOP's
Academic Council, has found himself
in the center of turmoil after
delivering a speech during last
Friday's All-University Conference.
"It was very difficult to mention
the scoreboard and I'm not glad that
Eberhardt was upset," said Buntz,
who claimed that priorities are mixedup when scoreboards are built before
laboratories.
Bob
Eberhardt,
President of the Bank of Stockton,
helped finance half of the $130,000
scoreboard.
"I wouldn't change a thing that I
said because my job was to represent
the faculty," said Buntz.
Buntz consulted with many
faculty members before deciding to
mention the scoreboard.
"The faculty and I recognize the
value of Eberhardt's donations to
UOP academics," said Buntz.
Symbolism was the intention of
Buntz's speech, who feels the word
"symbolism" should be underlined
98 times.
"Athletic programs don't have
to go away but there has to be a
balance," said Buntz.
He feels the faculty has the per
ception that things have gotten out of
balance on the physical side.
"The primary mission of the
University is the transmission of
knowledge," replied Buntz.
Buntz can't understand why
there is trouble getting money for the
library but not in getting money for
athletics.
"We can finish the parking lot,
but we can't finish the chemistry
building," said Buntz.
Dialogue is needed to confront
this issue so it can be brought to the
surface and dealt with intelligently,
according to Buntz.
"PAF is very efficient-very
good at raising money," said Buntz,
of the Pacific Athletic Foundation
which helped build the new fence
around the practice field.
"There is a belief on all cam
puses that success in athletics will
breed funds from academic sides. I
don't think the belief has ever been
tested here," said Buntz.
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T"ger ce'lebrate '81 victory over South Carolina.
continues. "for the first time we have
real leadership from the upperclassmen."
In the building stages of
Toledo's program, freshmen and
sophomores were thrust into starting
positions many times, beating out an
older player for a starting spot.
"In the past we sometimes had
a moral problem because it was hard

en y' s - your new neighbor
on Pacific Ave. Welcomes
AI you ~Pacific Tigers
You'll love our food
You'U ove our prices

f your're awake, we're open!
4747 PacificAve
open 24 hours a day
along your way

for the older guys to lead a freshman
or a sophomore that beat them out ,
said Toledo. "Now few f~
will travel and, with a few ~
due to injuries, none will Probably
start. Now the younger players have 1
great amount of respect for the older
guys."
Toledo's teams the last three
years have not only been builclina 1
foundation for the future but have
noticeably .improved: 3-7, ~. S-6
and from saxth place in the confercn.
ce to fourth and to third. And in the
meantime •. the Tigers made national
news, pullmg off a few big upsets.
In 1979 UOP upset Iowa State
24-7, giving Pacific its first-ever win
over .a Big Eight school. The
followmg year the young team sur.
prised Washington State 24-22 for
UOP's first win over the Pac-10 since
1969. But the Tigers didn't stop there.
In 1981 Pacific knocked off two
teams that had been rated in the Top
20 at one time during the season
beating powerhouse South Caroli~
23-21 and defeating Hawaii's bowl·
bound Rainbow Warriors 23-17.
Though there's been the bad
with the good the last three years,
Toledo feels he'd still build with
freshmen if he had a second chance.
"If I had the chance to do it all
over again, I would do nothina dif·
. fer~ntly to build the program,"
claJms Toledo. "I wanted to make
this my home and build a program.
With a program geared toward JC
transfers you can't have stability or
c~ntinuity. We were looking for con·
SJstency. ••
In the past three seasons while
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Tigers

How the Tigers Rate in Pre-Season
PLAYBOY MAGAZINE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Pacific
Utah State
San Jose State
Long Beach State
Fresno State
Cal State Fullerton
Nevada-Las Vegas

STREET & SMITH MAGAZINE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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San Jose State
Utah State
Nevada-Las Vegas
Pacific
Fresno State
Long Beach State
Cal State Fullerton
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g back Dave Brown

Junior linebacker Kevin Einck

uys to lead a freshman
e that beat them out,"
"Now few freshmen
, with a few exceptions
s, none will probably
younger players have a
of respect for the older

the Tigers pulled off some big wins,
they lost some heartbreaking, cliffhanger league games. In 1982 though,
fans should see the stability that
Toledo and his staff have created.
"We've eliminated the idea of
some games being 'must win' games
or 'big games,' " said Toledo. "Now
every game is a 'must win' and a 'big
game.'"
Looking around the league,
Toledo feels that San Jose, 1981 's
PCAA Champion is still a stiff op
ponent.
"San Jose has to be the team
that's picked to win it (conference)
because of their talent, but they're
not head and shoulders above
everyone," comments Toledo. "The
level of all the teams in the conference
has risen. I'd expect the conference
champion to probably have at least
one loss," he adds. "There are more
league games this year (with the ad
dition of University of Nevada, Las
Vegas) and the opportunity for
someone to get knocked off."
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But when the smoke clears, the
winner of the PCAA will meet the
winner of the Mid-American con
ference in Fresno State's 30,000 seat
stadium for California Bowl II. Last
year's inaugral Bowl game saw the
PCAA's San Jose State upended 2725 in the last 15 seconds by Mid
American conference champion
Toledo. This year's game is scheduled
for Saturday, December 18. Kick-off
is tentatively set for 1:00 p.m. And,
after the last 1982 PCAA battle is
fought, it would be no surprise to see
the Tigers on their way to Fresno.

San Jose State
Pacific
Utah State
Nevada-Las Vegas
Fresno State
Cal State Fullerton
Long Beach State
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FINAL 1981 PCAA STANDINGS

('81 Record)

Rosenzweig spoke last and his
topic was on tuition in state-run
schools. Rosenzweig feels it is im
perative that California starts
charging tuition at the state schools,
or the independent school will begin
to be in jeopardy. Rosenzweig did
manage to take a swipe at Governor
Jerry Brown by saying, "Who will be
the next governor will want to be
governor- we have had too many
years of ineffectiveness."
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San Jose State
Utah State
Pacific
Nevada-Las Vegas
Fresno State
Long Beach State
Cal State Fullerton
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Prediction

fsial items mentioned at the conference.
-

San Jose State

5-0-0

9-2-0

San Jose St. (9-3)

8-3

Utah State

4-1-0

5-5-1

Utah St. (5-5-1)

7-4

Pacific

2-3-0

5-6-0

Pacific (5-6)

6-5

Fresno State

2-3-0

5-6-0

Fresno St. (5-6)

6-5

Cal State Fullerton

1-4-0

3-8-0

Cal St. Fullerton (3-8)

5-7

1-4-0

2-8-0

Long Beach State

Nevada-Las Vegas (6-6)

3-8

Cal St.-Long Beach (2-8)

3-8
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After being made aware of the
problem last Friday, Vice-President
of Finance Robert Winterberg ar
bitrarily ordered that the insurance
problem would be taken resolved.
"The only way I would do something
in this manner is if the president or
dered it," he said. "I will not con
done it, or permit it, and it will not
happen in this way. I am sorry for
any problems that it may have
caused," he said.

Mark Friend
the confusion, and wished the
problem was caught before it got to
this stage. "We have never done
business in this manner, and don't in-

On our editorial page, get a dif
ferent viewpoint on Academic Chair
person Greg Buntz's speech and insuing controversy...A round of ap
plause for Volleyball Coach
Liskevych and the whole team...Also
some strong opinions on why a recall
of Joe Hartley might have been suc
cessful...

jntz speak
Speech mis
understanding
By Dan Sousa
Managing Editor

After much confusion and
debate, the current suplemental in
surance policy will be stopped. No
student will be charged unless they
request the service. A new letter will
be sent out and students that want the
insurance will mail back the card.
If you have any questions, stop
by the Finance Center and they will
be happy to answer any questions
that may arise.

expose the facts. The final decision oF
which side you choose will by your's
to make. We are just attempting to
help make public some of the facts.
Q.
How do you feel about this
entire issue that has come up?
A.
I would like to prevent a
polarization of this issue, if possible.
We need some dialog and discussion
in an open forum.
Q.
How do you feel about the
claims we should reduce our standing
to 2A?
A.
It is not whether or not we
reduce to a different level of football.
It's whether we want a football
program or not. This is the cheapest
possible program that we can run."
Q.
What about the claims of the
cost to the university?
A.
Where the distortion comes is
when you take the facts out of con
text. The importance becomes not
each item, but, 'How much does it
cost the university?'
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The problem arose when the
decision was made, by Mr. Friend, to
make students return the reply card
for the insurance only if they did not
want to enroll in the policy. This was
a complete reversal as compared to
past years where students returned
the card only if they wanted the extra
insurance.

Sneak previews of this year s five
upcoming drama department stage
productions and dance com
pany/drama
department
collaboration. From the classical
musical, Guys and Dolls, to the more
obscure, yet facinating, Exit the
king, there's something to interest
everyone. For more information on
getting involved, or a quick review,
see page 4...

y's speech

PCAA MEDIA POLL

San Jose State
Utah State
Fresno State
Pacific
Long Beach State
Nevada-Las Vegas
Cal State Fullerton

University's Director of Business Ser
vices, Mark Friend, to save the
University students' money on their
supplemental insurance policy, tur
ned into a complex problem that had
to be reversed due to student com
plaints.

Mr. Friend stated that the reason
for the change was to try to keep the
cost down. "I was trying to act in the
students' best interest," he said.
"There would have been a 25
percent increase in the policy if we did
not do it this way, but now I realize

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL ROUNDUP

the library. I hope the faculty will put
their money where there large voices
have been.

Inside
Sports
this
week..Volleyball is well on it's way to
a 42nd league win...Football looks to
an upcoming first win in '82...9thranked Water Polo takes it's talent to
the UC Irvine Tourney... And, Golf
debuts in Wolfpack Classic... For the
complete story and more, see Sports,
pages 6 and 7...

Q.
What about the claims made
at the All-University Conference?
A.
I think what we need more
than anything else is that people can't
go off half-cocked in public sessions,
and express opinions that aren't
based on fact. We have got to
acquaint them with the facts; we have
got to have some dialogue.
Q.
What about the fence
surrounding the practice field?

Greg Buntz
A.
The fence was a PAF tradeout; it did not cost the university any
money.
Q.
What about faculty criticism
in athletics?
A
I thind there are a lot of faculty
around here who like to sit back and
have a cup of coffee and a cigarette
and talk about what development has
not been done. If they really are in
terested, they ought to get out and get
out after that. It is tragic that we do
not have a library, but that was not a
priority and there was no group that
went out and got a library."

Greg Buntz, chairman of UOP's
Academic Council, has found himself
in the center of turmoil after
delivering a speech during last
Friday's All-University Conference.
"It was very difficult to mention
the scoreboard and I'm not glad that
Eberhardt was upset," said Buntz,
who claimed that priorities are mixedup when scoreboards are built before
laboratories.
Bob Eberhardt,
President of the Bank of Stockton,
helped finance half of the $130,000
scoreboard.
"I wouldn't change a thing that I
said because my job was to represent
the faculty," said Buntz.
Buntz consulted with many
faculty members before deciding to
mention the scoreboard.
"The faculty and I recognize the
value of Eberhardt's donations to
UOP academics," said Buntz.
Symbolism was the intention of
Buntz's speech, who feels the word
"symbolism" should be underlined
98 times.
"Athletic programs don't have
to go away but there has to be a
balance," said Buntz.
He feels the faculty has the per
ception that things have gotten out of
balance on the physical side.
"The primary mission of the
University is the transmission of
knowledge," replied Buntz.
Buntz can't understand why
there is trouble getting money for the
library but not in getting money for
athletics.
"We can finish the parking lot,
but we can't finish the chemistry
building," said Buntz.
Dialogue is needed to confront
this issue so it can be brought to the
surface and dealt with intelligently,
according to Buntz.
"PAF is very efficient-very
good at raising money," said Buntz,
of the Pacific Athletic Foundation
which helped build the new fence
around the practice field.
"There is a belief on all cam
puses that success in athletics will
breed funds from academic sides. I
don't think the belief has ever been
tested here," said Buntz.
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Scoreboard, parking
other general information to be
passed along to fans during the gamee
A climate controlled room will be
constructed in the old president's b0v
(west rim) to house the operating ap.
paratus The 613 square fo
scoreboard is being built by American
Sign and Indicator out of Spokane,
Washington.

TIGERS

According to Athletic Director
Ike Isaac, the plans for the
scoreboard have been in the making
for the last "couple of years," an^
have been finalized through the
"generosity of the Bank of Stockton
and Pepsi." In addition to the ex
clusive lease that Bank of Stockton
and Pepsi will have on the scoreboard
advertisement, Pepsi will also have
exclusive sale rights at UOP athletic
events.

I BANK of STOCKTON/

Life after college? What an unlikely questi
the bcgining of another semester.
Joe Freshman is quite sure there is life aftet
had better be if he's to justify all the time and i
about to invest in his education. Besides, everyor
ter four years of intense academic study there is
citing, high-paying job waiting
for every coll
yes...fulfillment, satisfaction and happiness art
away.
Joe Graduate, on the other hand, isn't so sut
after college'. His wonderful, exciting, high-pa
out to be more like an endless, boring ritual of a
at the same place to perform the same meaningk
only lead him to the same bank, week after wee
hand. While the check in hand is certainly v»
(usually much less than Joe knows he's wor
fulfillment, satisfaction and happiness.
Is there life after college? What an unlikt
deed. A friend and I drove to San Diego a cou
ago. As we drove down the superslab 1 noticed
ten cars were carrying students (cars loaded v
albums) to their southern California dorms. Dej.

"It (scoreboard) was something
that was really needed," said Head
Coach Bob Toledo. "We finally will
have a college scoreboard. It will be a
real treat to the fans." ,
Entrance to the stadium will be
somewhat more accessible than in
past years, due in part to a new 340space parking lot, triangular in shape,
bordering on Pershing Avenue!
Pacific Memorial Stadium, and
Alpine Way.

LOOK WHAT'S NEW AT
The University Center Food Service

The lot, which will be used for
preference parking is being done by
Stockton's Teichert Construction as
the final stage of the Spanos Center
development and will include a ramp
leading from the parking lot directly
to the south end of the stadium. With
this lot designated for preferred
parking, the 240-space lot just east
ot the swimming pool will be freed up
for general parking and tailgate par
ties.

THE SUMMIT

U.O.P.'s only fast
food service. Our menu
has expanded to include
a breakfast sandwich,
omelets, and daily specials.

Your Residence Hells
Meal Ticket is Worth
Breakfast $2 45
Lunch: $2 80
Dinner 13 30
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Also being revamped is the UOP
coaches' locker room, adjacent to the
players' locker rooms in the northeast
corner of the stadium grounds. A
576-square foot addition, 352-square
feet of which will come directly off
the old coaches' locker room and
become their new facility, is being
constructed by Blatt Development.

REDWOOD ROOM

Need Extra
Pocket Moneys
We have pan-time
positions available
tor students interested
in working between
8 20 hours per week
(We'll work around
your class schedule)

1)

U.O.P.'s modified table
service restaurant
featuring
an all new menu
Opening September 8th
ENJOY!

Experience the new
atmosphere & menu in the
RATHSKELLER
BAR & GRILL
specializing in pastas,
salads & grilled
sandwiches

The staff will continue to use a
portion of the present locker area and
the remainder is tentatively slated to
become a postgame press reception
room.

RATHSKELLER
COFFEE HOUSE

positior
Visit 3rd floor, I

A variety of delectable
desserts such as pastries,
coffees & ice creams
and of course
much more

Meanwhile the left over space in
the new construction will go to the
UOP training staff as an addition to
its present facilities. Plans call for it
to be used for storage and
examination.
The Knoles Field practice site,
which
has
been
upgraded
dramatically during the past three
years, is now enclosed on the north
end by a split rail fence. Other ad
ditions in recent years have included a
new sprinkler system, coaches'
viewing and film tower, new
goalposts and a number of workout
devices relevant to the various
positions.

UNIVERSITY CENTER FOOO SERVICE

Happy Hour for UOP Students

, '
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VAN HALEN

Faculty & Alumn: Anytime

10

Football on the Big Screen
Happy Hour during all games

Monday Nite Football starts
Wed. 9-8-82 with
49er Hilite Film
and
2 Blooper Films
March & Pershing
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Bigger. Stronger. Faster. A
product of UOP's weight program is
expected to be just that. In the last
three and one half years, the Tiger
weight room has been built to be one
of the finest on the West Coast, under
the
direction
of
strength
coach/defensive coordinator Frank
Bauer.

300. Today nine players have sur
passed the 400 mark and 43 are above
300.
"There's no question about it,
the weight program has helped the
overall program," says Bauer. "It's
one of the biggest contributors to
success. Our strength has increased
and injuries are down."

When the Toledo staff arrived,
not one player benched more than
400 pounds and only seven were over

According to Bauer, he
developed the program primarily
from proclub programs.

t in our
erall fund-

"We took the program from the
Denver Broncos and Dallas
Cowboys," said Bauer. "And I also
got some ideas from Colorado (when
they were a dynasty) and Nebraska,
two of the biggest weight programs in
college football."
Assisting Bauer in designing the
weight room and program was for
mer UOP defensive coach Mike
Haluchak. Working with Bauer now
is offensive line coach Bruce Speegle.

y's speech
The facility, which was funded
by football boosters, now includes
nine nautilus machines, two hip
thruster machines, 6,000 pounds of
Olympic weights, a complete set of
dumb bells, squat racks, power clean
stations, and various other weight
and exercise apparatus.
"It's an excellent recruiting
tool," adds Bauer.
The 2,400 square foot room
features carpet, mirrors, a lowered
ceiling and stereo.
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the library. I hope the faculty will put
their money where there large voices
have been.
Rosenzweig spoke last and his
topic was on tuition in state-run
schools. Rosenzweig feels it is im
perative that California starts
charging tuition at the state schools,
or the independent school will begin
to be in jeopardy. Rosenzweig did
manage to take a swipe at Governor
Jerry Brown by saying, "Who will be
the next governor will want to be
governor- we have had too many
years of ineffectiveness."

rsial items mentioned at the conference.
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After being made aware of the
problem last Friday, Vice-President
of Finance Robert Winterberg ar
bitrarily ordered that the insurance
problem would be taken resolved.
"The only way I would do something
in this manner is if the president or
dered it," he said. "I will not con
done it, or permit it, and it will not
happen in this way. I am sorry for
any problems that it may have
caused," he said.

n IIUl UllgW

Jniversity's Director of Business Ser
vices, Mark Friend, to save the
University students' money on their
supplemental insurance policy, tur
ned into a complex problem that had
to be reversed due to student com
plaints.
The problem arose when the
decision was made, by Mr. Friend, to
make students return the reply card
for the insurance only if they did not
want to enroll in the policy. This was
a complete reversal as compared to
past years where students returned
the card only if they wanted the extra
insurance.
Mr. Friend stated that the reason
for the change was to try to keep the
cost down. "I was trying to act in the
students' best interest," he said.
"There would have been a 25
percent increase in the policy if we did
not do it this way, but now I realize

Mark Friend
the confusion, and wished the
problem was caught before it got to
this stage. "We have never done
business in this manner, and don't in-

After much confusion and
debate, the current suplemental in
surance policy will be stopped. No
student will be charged unless they
request the service. A new letter will
be sent out and students that want the
insurance will mail back the card.
If you have any questions, stop
by the Finance Center and they will
be happy to answer any questions
that may arise.

^OOK °INSIDE
Sneak previews of this year's five
upcoming drama department stage
productions and dance com
pany/drama
department
collaboration. From the classica
musical, Guys and Dolls, to the more
obscure, yet facinating, Exit the
King, there's something to interest
everyone. For more information on
getting involved, or a quick review,
see page 4...
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On our editorial page, get a dif
week..Volleyball
is
well
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it's
way
to
ferent viewpoint on Academic Chair
person Greg Buntz's speech and in- a 42nd league win...Football looks to
suing controversy...A round of ap an upcoming first win in '82...9thplause for Volleyball Coach ranked Water Polo takes it's talent to
Liskevych and the whole team...Also the UC Irvine Tourney... And, Golf
some strong opinions on why a recall debuts in Wolfpack Classic... For the
of Joe Hartley might have been suc complete story and more, see Sports,
pages 6 and 7...
cessful...

expose the facts. The final decision of
which side you choose will by your's
to make. We are just attempting to
help make public some of the facts.

By Dan Sousa
Managing Editor

Ike Issac

Q.
How do you feel about this
entire issue that has come up?
A.
I would like to prevent a
polarization of this issue, if possible.
We need some dialog and discussion
in an open forum.
Q.
How do you feel about the
claims we should reduce our standing
to 2A?
A.
It is not whether or not we
reduce to a different level of football.
It's whether we want a football
program or not. This is the cheapest
possible program that we can run."
Q.
What about the claims of the
cost to the university?
A.
Where the distortion comes is
when you take the facts out of con
text. The importance becomes not
each item, but, 'How much does it
cost the university?'
Q.
What about the claims made
at the All-University Conference?
A.
I think what we need more
than anything else is that people can't
go off half-cocked in public sessions,
and express opinions that aren't
based on fact. We have got to
acquaint them with the facts; we have
got to have some dialogue.
Q.
What about the fence
surrounding the practice field?

Greg Buntz
A.
The fence was a PAF tradeout; it did not cost the university any
money.
Q.
What about faculty criticism
in athletics?
A
I thind there are a lot of faculty
around here who like to sit back and
have a cup of coffee and a cigarette
and talk about what development has
not been done. If they really are in
terested, they ought to get out and get
out after that. It is tragic that we do
not have a library, but that was not a
priority and there was no group that
went out and got a library."

Greg Buntz, chairman of UOP's
Academic Council, has found himself
in the center of turmoil after
delivering a speech during last
Friday's All-University Conference.
"It was very difficult to mention
the scoreboard and I'm not glad that
Eberhardt was upset," said Buntz,
who claimed that priorities are mixedup when scoreboards are built before
laboratories.
Bob
Eberhardt,
President of the Bank of Stockton,
helped finance half of the $130,000
scoreboard.
"I wouldn't change a thing that I
said because my job was to represent
the faculty," said Buntz.
Buntz consulted with many
faculty members before deciding to
mention the scoreboard.
"The faculty and I recognize the
value of Eberhardt's donations to
UOP academics," said Buntz.
Symbolism was the intention of
Buntz's speech, who feels the word
"symbolism" should be underlined
98 times.
"Athletic programs don't have
to go away but there has to be a
balance," said Buntz.
He feels the faculty has the per
ception that things have gotten out of
balance on the physical side.
"The primary mission of the
University is the transmission of
knowledge," replied Buntz.
Buntz can't understand why
there is trouble getting money for the
library but not in getting money for
athletics.
"We can finish the parking lot,
but we can't finish the chemistry
building," said Buntz.
Dialogue is needed to confront
this issue so it can be brought to the
surface and dealt with intelligently,
according to Buntz.
"PAF is very efficient-very
good at raising money," said Buntz,
of the Pacific Athletic Foundation
which helped build the new fence
around the practice field.
"There is a belief on all cam
puses that success in athletics will
breed funds from academic sides. I
don't think the belief has ever been
tested here," said Buntz.
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UOP inducts 2 2 football great

CoU
AMOS ALONZO STAGG
football's second winmngest all-tim
coach, great innovator and know^
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JOHN CECHINI - Three-time All
FWC lineman, member of fjr"
championship team under Stagg 1

Life after colleg

BOB KIENTZ - Honorable menti0n
All-America, All-Coast, Sch "
record 102-yard interception return
HUGH McWILLIAMS - Tw0-tim.
All-FWC, great basketball player.

Life after college? What an unlikely questic
the begining of another semester.
Joe Freshman is quite sure there is life after
had better be if he's to justify all the time and n;
about to invest in his education. Besides, everyon«
ter four years of intense academic study there is a
citing, high-paying job waiting
for every colle
yes...fulfillment, satisfaction and happiness are
away.
Joe Graduate, on the other hand, isn't so sure
after college'. His wonderful, exciting, high-pa}
out to be more like an endless, boring ritual of ar
at the same place to perform the same meaningle«
only lead him to the same bank, week after week
hand. While the check in hand is certainly w<
(usually much less than Joe knows he's wort
fulfillment, satisfaction and happiness.
Is there life after college? What an unlike!
deed. A friend and I drove to San Diego a couf
ago. As we drove down the superslab I noticed t
ten cars were carrying students (cars loaded w
albums) to their southern California dorms. Deja
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ART MCCAFFRAY - Pacific's first
ever first team All-America selection
East-West Shrine game.
JOHN PODESTO - First team AllAmerica running back.

EDDIE LeBARON - All-time leading
passer, All-America selection, three
time All-CCAA first team, College
All-Star and East-West Shrine games
JOHN ROHDE - No. 5 all-time
receiver and all-time leader in
receiving yardage and TDs, threetime All-CCAA and East-West
Shrine Game.

Tiger great Amos Alonzo
Stagg sits on bench and
looks on with players Kimtz
and Hedgas in 1938 as
Pacific defeats Chicago 32-

DON CAMPORA - First team AllCCAA, College ALL-Star Game,
second round NFL draft pick, two
year UOP head coach. (Deceased)

0.

Twenty-two charter members
were inducted into the University of
the Pacific Football Hall of Fame
June 22, capping off a nostalgic
ceremony. The inductees will also be
honored at the 1982 Homecoming
Game, Nov. 13 at Pacific Memorial
Stadium, vs. San Jose State.
The first 22 charter inductees
were selected by the Hall of Fame
Committee, using the criteria that a
member must be a former Pacific
player, coach or booster who has
made outstanding contributions to
the history of Pacific football.
The football hall is the initial por
tion of an overall Pacific Atnletic
Hall of Fame and new members will
be selected each year to join the 22
inaugural selectees. In the first year,
only players, coaches and supporters
from 1919 to 1967 were eligible, but
those from 1968 and on will become
eligible as time passes.
Current plans call for a special
Hall of Fame room to be constructed
in the UOP gymnasium building.
This area would contain pictures, in
formation and memorabilia on all
members of the UOP Athletic Hall of
Fame. Funding for the room will
come from tradeouts and "will use no
University funds."
"We plan to make the room fun
ctional," said Athletic Director Ike
Isaac. "We plan to use it as a library,
a research center, a staff meeting
room and lounge."
Construction is expected to be
completed by late December.

DUANE PUTNAM
- Two-time
UOP Outstanding Lineman, enjoyed
standout NFL career.
EDDIE MACON - No. 8 all-time
rusher, leading all-time interceptor,
great kick returner, second round
NFL draft pick.
LARRY SIEMERING - Best winning
percentage of any UOP head coach,
led undefeated 1949 squad and took
Tigers to three bowl games.
TOM FLORES - Honorable mention
All-America quarterback, East-West
Shrine Game, outstanding passer in
AFL, coach of 1981 Super Bowl
champion Oakland Raiders.
FARRELL FUNSTON - led nation in
average per catch, top end and DB,
East-West Shrine Game, longtime
Canadian Football League star.
DICK BASS - All-America running
back, nation's leader in rushing, total
offense and scoring in 1958, No. 3 alltime rusher, No. 1 NFL draft pick
and pro standout.

Former UOP star Eddie LeBaron

The inductees included 19 living
members and three deceased. The in
ductees and their accomplishments:
CHRIS KJELDSEN - Four-year letterman, honorable mention AllAmerica, first team small schools.
(Deceased)

ERWIN "SWEDE" RIGHTER Tigers' first full-time coach, second
winningest all-time coach.
CECIL DISBROW - Three-time AllFWC pick, best all-around Pacific
athlete of his era.

BOB DENTON - Two-way end, EastWest Shrine Game, NFL draft pick.
BOB LEE - No. 7 all-time passer,
team MVP, East-West Shrine Game,
played in three NFL Super Bowls.
LARRY HELLER - Great UOP
booster known as the "greatest Tiger
of them all," has seen every Pacific
football game for the past 32 years.
BOB GROGAN - Longtime Pacific
supporter in many capacities.

Happy Hour for UOP Students,
Faculty & Alumn: Anytime
Football on the Big Screen
Happy Hour during all games

Monday Nite Football starts
Wed. 9-8-82 with
49er Hilite Film
and
2 Blooper Films
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the library. I hope the faculty will put
their money where there large voices
have been.
Rosenzweig spoke last and his
topic was on tuition in state-run
schools. Rosenzweig feels it is im
perative that California starts
charging tuition at the state schools,
or the independent school will begin
to be in jeopardy. Rosenzweig did
manage to take a swipe at Governor
Jerry Brown by saying, "Who will be
the next governor will want to be
governor- we have had too many
years of ineffectiveness."

...it stands alone...
and has inspired the best!
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The University of the Pacific has always been in the
forefront. Informing. Guiding. Motivating. Providing
excellence in academic achievement and community
support. The Bank of Stockton is proud of this fine
institution and of its great achievers.

riF.RING Best winning
any UOP head coach,
I 1949 squad and took
bowl games.

We look forward to the new year and to the wide
range of cultural, educational and athletic events that
it provides.
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of 1981 Super Bowl
ikland Raiders.

Bank of Stockton makes it happen for you

rUNSTON - led nation in
catch, top end and DB,
Shrine Game, longtime
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Established 1867

Headquarters: Miner and San Joaquin, Stockton
Offices: Stockton. Lodi, Manteca, Tracy, Pine Grove
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After being made aware of the
problem last Friday, Vice-President
of Finance Robert Winterberg ar
bitrarily ordered that the insurance
problem would be taken resolved.
"The only way I would do something
in this manner is if the president or
dered it," he said. "I will not con
done it, or permit it, and it will not
happen in this way. I am sorry for
any problems that it may have
caused," he said.

~ VV 11UI Ulfc,un t»u
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Iniversity's Director of Business Ser
vices, Mark Friend, to save the
University students' money on their
supplemental insurance policy, tur
ned into a complex problem that had
to be reversed due to student com
plaints.
The problem arose when the
decision was made, by Mr. Friend, to
make students return the reply card
for the insurance only if they did not
want to enroll in the policy. This was
a complete reversal as compared to
past years where students returned
the card only if they wanted the extra
insurance.
Mr. Friend stated that the reason
for the change was to try to keep the
cost downi. "I was trying to act in the
.us best interest," he said.
students
'There would have been a 25
percent increase in the policy if we did
not do it this way, but now I realize

WN

ity

Mark Friend
the confusion, and wished the
problem was caught before it got to
this stage. "We have never done
business in this manner, and don t in

After much confusion and
debate, the current suplemental in
surance policy will be stopped. No
student will be charged unless they
request the service. A new letter will
be sent out and students that want the
insurance will mail back the card.
If you have any questions, stop
by the Finance Center and they will
be happy to answer any questions
that may arise.

CLOOK INSIDE
Sneak previews of this year s five
upcoming drama department stage
productions and dance com
pany/drama
departmen
collaboration. From the classical
musical, Guys and Dolls, to the more
obscure, yet facinating, Exit tne
king, there's something to interest
everyone. For more information on
getting involved, or a quick review,
see page 4...
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expose the facts. The final decision of
which side you choose will by your's
to make. We are just attempting to
help make public some of the facts.
Q.
How do you feel about this
entire issue that has come up?
A.
I would like to prevent a
polarization of this issue, if possible.
We need some dialog and discussion
in an open forum.
Q.
How do you feel about the
claims we should reduce our standing
to 2A?
A.
It is not whether or not we
reduce to a different level of football.
It's whether we want a football
program or not. This is the cheapest
possible program that we can run."
Q.
What about the claims of the
cost to the university?
A.
Where the distortion comes is
when you take the facts out of con
text. The importance becomes not
each item, but, 'How much does it
cost the university?'
Q.
What about the claims made
at the All-University Conference?
A.
I think what we need more
than anything else is that people can t
go off half-cocked in public sessions,
and express opinions that aren t
based on fact. We have got to
acquaint them with the facts; we have
got to have some dialogue.

A.
The fence was a PAF tradeout; it did not cost the university any
money.
Q.
What about faculty criticism
in athletics?

A
I thind there are a lot of faculty
around here who like to sit back and
have a cup of coffee and a cigarette
and talk about what development has
not been done. If they really are in
terested, they ought to get out and get
out after that. It is tragic that we do
not have a library, but that was not a
Q.
What about the fence priority and there was no group that
went out and got a library."
surrounding the practice field?

Greg Buntz, chairman of UOP's
Academic Council, has found himself
in the center of turmoil after
delivering a speech during last
Friday's All-University Conference.
"It was very difficult to mention
the scoreboard and I'm not glad that
Eberhardt was upset," said Buntz,
who claimed that priorities are mixedup when scoreboards are built before
laboratories.
Bob Eberhardt,
President of the Bank of Stockton,
helped finance half of the $130,000
scoreboard.
"I wouldn't change a thing that I
said because my job was to represent
the faculty," said Buntz.
Buntz consulted with many
faculty members before deciding to
mention the scoreboard.
"The faculty and I recognize the
value of Eberhardt's donations to
UOP academics," said Buntz.
Symbolism was the intention of
Buntz's speech, who feels the word
"symbolism" should be underlined
98 times.
"Athletic programs don't have
to go away but there has to be a
balance," said Buntz.
He feels the faculty has the per
ception that things have gotten out of
balance on the physical side.
"The primary mission of the
University is the transmission of
knowledge," replied Buntz.
Buntz can't understand why
there is trouble getting money for the
library but not in getting money for
athletics.
"We can finish the parking lot,
but we can't finish the chemistry
building," said Buntz.
Dialogue is needed to confront
this issue so it can be brought to the
surface and dealt with intelligently,
according to Buntz.
"PAF is very efficient-very
good at raising money," said Buntz,
of the Pacific Athletic Foundation
which helped build the new fence
around the practice field.
"There is a belief on all cam
puses that success in athletics will
breed funds from academic sides. I
don't think the belief has ever been
tested here," said Buntz.
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Life after college? What an unlikely questio
the begining of another semester.
Joe Freshman is quite sure there is life after
had better be if he's to justify all the time and m
about to invest in his education. Besides, everyone
ter four years of intense academic study there is a
citing, high-paying job waiting
for every colle
yes...fulfillment, satisfaction and happiness are
away.
Joe Graduate, on the other hand, isn't so sure
after college*. His wonderful, exciting, high-pay
out to be more like an endless, boring ritual of ar;
at the same place to perform the same meaningles
only lead him to the same bank, week after week
hand. While the check in hand is certainly w<
(usually much less than Joe knows he's wort*
fulfillment, satisfaction and happiness.
Is there life after college? What an unlikel
deed. A friend and I drove to San Diego a coup
ago. As we drove down the superslab I noticed t
ten cars were carrying students (cars loaded wi
albums) to their southern California dorms. Deja

To say that UOP's 1982 offense
has the potential to be explosive is an
understatement.
According to offensive coor
dinator/offensive line coach Bill
McQueary, "This season we have the
best group of athletes on our side of
the ball since I've been here. We have
an outstanding arsenal of weapons at
our disposal."
The names that come to most
minds when one mentions UOP's '82
offense are JC transfer, JC AilAmerican first
team quarterback

Some
Call 946-2114

PAID

MtCSo7»ltl, the foundation buiB.
McQueary expects more consisten y

from the offense.
~ .
"This year's seniors are the tirs
freshmen recruiting class we broug
in," said McQueary. "Due to the ex

;

PAYMENT OPTIONS

PRICE NO. TOTAL

Regular
(Bench-backs)

140 00

• Check enclosed (Payable to
University of the Pacific)

Regular
(30-50 yard line)

$32.50

| | Charge my VISA Card

Regular
(Goal-30 yard line) $22.50

No
No
Credit Card
Expiration Date.

per child

Postage and Handling

—

| | Charge my MasterCharge

•Family Plan
$45 00 +
! (Goal-30 yard line) $12.00

$1.00

Total Remittance
Signature it using charge card

'Maximum of d children

Ty
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SINGLE GAME

PRICE

SEPT. 11 UC DAVIS
Bench Backs
30-50 yd. line
Goal-30 yd. line

$9.00
$8.00
$6.00

NO.

TOTAL

SEPT. 25 BOISE STATE
Bench Backs
$9.00
30-50 yd. line
$8.00
Goal-30 yd. line
$6.00
OCT 2 NEVADA-LAS VEGAS
Bench Backs

$9.00

30-50 yd. line

$8.00

Goal-30 yd. line

$6.00

NOV. 13 SAN JOSE STATE — HOMECOMING
Bench Backs
$9.00
30-50 yd. line

$8.00

Goal-30 yd. line

$6.00

NOV. 20 CAL STATE FULLERTON
Bench Backs
$9.00
30-50 yd. line

$8.00

Goal-30 yd. line

$6.00

Postage and Handling
TOTAL REMITTANCE

$1.00
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have plenty of steam.
"Our quarterback position is
stronger than before with Paul Berner
Sander
Markel,"
said
and
McQueary, "and we have speed in
our receivers. Gary Blackwell, Kirby
Warren, Dave Brown, and Antioune
Lang combined with the line will give
us a strong running game."
Since the departure of Mike
Martz as quarterback/receivers
coach, Bob Toledo has been coaching
the quarterbacks while John Ramsdell now handles receivers.
"I think his (Bob Toledo)
knowledge and expertise of the quar
terback position is a great addition to
the offensive staff," adds McQueary.
And overall, McQueary is ex
tremely happy with the offensive
staff.
"I don't feel that there could be
found a better offensive staff
around," he smiles. "They're quality
people that work hard and get
results."
Players that will be getting
results on the field shape up as
follows.
Supplying depth at quarterback
will be freshmen Jim McCahill (6'2",
185) and Brent Smith (6*5", 210).
In addition to Blackwell, Brown,
Warren, and Lang at running backs
will be veteran fullback Bill Wolsky
(6'2", 210) who came out of last
spring as No. 2 at his spot. New faces
will include Gregg Daniel (6' 1", 195)
Mike Holford (5'10", 170), James
Mackev (5'10", 175), and freshmen
walk-ons Brad Osborn (5'8", 163)
and C ornell Muldrow (6 , 185).

Providing experience on the nf
fensive line will be center Jim H °'(6'2'\ 255), UOP's Most ImpS
Player in 1981, and senior guard uZ
McGahan (6'2'\ 255)--also one X
UOP's tri-captams in 1982. Jeff &
ter, a 6'4", 240 junior guard, ear™
a starting position but will be pUsh^
hard by the versatile duo of Gr*
Pacos (6'3", 235) and Craig Trffi
(6'5", 240) both of whom can also
play center. Also splitting time with
Hearn while he nurses a knee injUrv
will be freshman Robert Zolg (6'4»
235), a converted defensive lineman '
Junior Steve Smith (6'8", 26$)
earned one tackle berth while senio
Rick Penn (6'6", 265) earned the
other, with heavy competition
coming from junior Cary Smith
(6'6", 255). Floyd Layher, a 6'8"
299 junior, redshirted with a shoulder
injury but should play a significant
role at back-up in '82.

Jif H„t***Cent*
6-2.24*

Additional depth will be
provided by guards Mike Avriett
(6'4'\ 245) and Eduardo Yagues
(6'4", 245) and tackles Wes Sibole
(6'5", 260) and Stuart Weimers

(6'7", 250).
Expecting to play a great deal at
split end will be Manuel and
sophomore Kurt Heinrich (5'9", 160)
a freshman Ail-American in '81.
At flanker sophomore Ron
Woods (5'10", 170) and speedy
junior Garry Parcells (5*11", 180) are
expected to split time.
Giving the Tigers depth at the
receiver position will be Greg Thomas
(6'6", 210) a tight end who will also
play outside some, junior Bob
Horodecky (6'2'\ 190), senior Mike
Love (6', 165) and quick freshman
TroyKuretich (5*10", 165).
At tight end will be junior Tony
Camp (6'5", 235) backed up by
Thomas and senior Mark Rogers
(6'6'\ 225).

Ron Woods.

Wide Receiver

5-10,170

Dave Browi. Sr.

Holding together UOP's kicking
game will be placekicker/punter
sophomore Scott Kinney (6'1", 190)
and senior placekicker Jeff Council
(5'10", 170) with the addition of
freshman punter Marshall Lampson
T6'V 220). Kinney has kept his first
string placekicking job which he
earned midway through 1981, and
has been given a shot at replacing
graduated punter Harley Miller.
Head Coach Bob Toledo still
feels that "timing" has to improve
before UOP's kicking game is perfec
ted.
"I'm vety happy with our retumerc
(punt and Kickoff returners), but I'm
not happy with our punters, snappers
or kickers," said Toledo. "They still
have to work on their timing."

Running Back
6-2,210

Happy Hour for UOP Students,
Faculty & Alumn: Anytime
Football on the Big Screen
Happy Hour during all games

Monday Nite Football starts
Wed. 9-8-82 with
49er Hilite Film
and
2 Blooper Films
y. -im

March & Pershing

' I
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Jim Hearn, Jr.
Center
6-2, 245

Rick Penn, Sr.
Tackle
6-6,265

Steve Smith, Jr.
Tackle
6-8,265

Cary Smith, Jr.
Tackle
6-6, 255

Ron Woods, So.
Wide Receiver
5-10, 170

Lionel Manuel, Jr.
Wide Receiver
5-11,175

Kurt Heinrich, So.
Wide Receiver
5-9, 160

Garry Parcells, Jr.
Wide Receiver
5-11,180

ment was
n.
long-term
) years,
emitted to

Rosenzweig spoke last and his
topic was on tuition in state-run
schools. Rosenzweig feels it is im
perative that California starts
charging tuition at the state schools,
or the independent school will begin
to be in jeopardy. Rosenzweig did
manage to take a swipe at Governor
Jerry Brown by saying, "Who will be
the next governor will want to be
governor- we have had too many
years of ineffectiveness."

rsial items mentioned at the conference
Gary Blackwell, Sr.
Running Back
5-11,205

Dave Brown, Sr.
Running Back

6-2,210

Kirby Warren, Jr.
Running Back
6-1,185

Antioune Lang, Sr.
Running Back
5-10,175

jntz
Speech mis
understanding
By Dan Sousa
Managing Editor

Tony Camp, Jr.
Tight End
6-5,235

Paul Berner, Jr.
Quarterback
6-3,200

nave numeu, uui uiu nui.
After being made aware of the
problem last Friday, Vice-President
of Finance Robert Winterberg ar
bitrarily ordered that the insurance
problem would be taken resolved.
"The only way I would do something
in this manner is if the president or
dered it," he said. "I will not con
done it, or permit it, and it will not
happen in this way. I am sorry for
any problems that it may have
caused," he said.

*» nai uifauu mi ••• '
~
niversity's Director of Business Ser
vices, Mark Friend, to save the
University students' money on their
supplemental insurance policy, tur
ned into a complex problem that had
to be reversed due to student com
plaints.
The problem arose when the
decision was made, by Mr. Friend, to
make students return the reply card
for the insurance only if they did not
want to enroll in the policy. This was
complete reversal as compared to
past years where students returned
the card only if they wanted the extra
insurance.
Mr. Friend stated that the reason
for the change was to try to keep the
cost down. "I was trying to act in the
students' best interest," he said.
"There would have been a 25
percent increase in the policy if we did
not do it this way, but now I realize

Mark Friend
the confusion, and wished the
problem was caught before it got to
this stage. "We have never done
business in this manner, and don t m-

After much confusion and
debate, the current suplemental in
surance policy will be stopped. No
student will be charged unless they
request the service. A new letter will
be sent out and students that want the
insurance will mail back the card.
If you have any questions, stop
by the Finance Center and they will
be happy to answer any questions
that may arise.
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Inside
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On our editorial page, get a dif
week..Volleyball
is
well
on
it's
way
to
Sneak previews of this year s five ferent viewpoint on Academic Chair
upcoming drama department stage person Greg Buntz's speech and in- a 42nd league win...Football looks to
an upcoming first win in '82...9thproductions and dance com
suing controversy...A round of ap ranked Water Polo takes it's talent to
pany/drama
departmen
plause for Volleyball Coach
collaboration. From the classical Liskevych and the whole team...Also the UC Irvine Tourney... And, Golf
musical, Guys and Dolls, to the more some strong opinions on why a recall debuts in Wolfpack Classic... For the
obscure, yet facinating, Exit tne of Joe Hartley might have been suc complete story and more, see Sports,
pages 6 and 7...
Ring, there's something to interes
everyone. For more information on cessful...
getting involved, or a quick review,
see page 4...

Scott Kinney, Jr.
Placekicker/Punter
6-1,190

expose the facts. The final decision of
which side you choose will by your's
to make. We are just attempting to
help make public some of the facts.
Q,
How do you feel about this
entire issue that has come up?
A.
I would like to prevent a
polarization of this issue, if possible.
We need some dialog and discussion
in an open forum.
Q.
How do you feel about the
claims we should reduce our standing
to 2A?
A.
It is not whether or not we
reduce to a different level of football.
It's whether we want a football
program or not. This is the cheapest
possible program that we can run.''
Q.
What about the claims of the
cost to the university?
A.
Where the distortion comes is
when you take the facts out of con
text. The importance becomes not
each item, but, 'How much does it
cost the university?'
Q.
What about the claims made
at the All-University Conference?
A.
I think what we need more
than anything else is that people can't
go off half-cocked in public sessions,
and express opinions that aren t
based on fact. We have got to
acquaint them with the facts; we have
got to have some dialogue.

Greg Buntz
A.
The fence was a PAF tradeout; it did not cost the university any
money.
Q.
What about faculty criticism
in athletics?

A
I thind there are a lot of faculty
around here who like to sit back and
have a cup of coffee and a cigarette
and talk about what development has
not been done. If they really are in
terested, they ought to get out and get
out after that. It is tragic that we do
not have a library, but that was not a
Q.
What about the fence priority and there was no group that
went out and got a library."
surrounding the practice field?

Greg Buntz, chairman of UOP's
Academic Council, has found himself
in the center of turmoil after
delivering a speech during last
Friday's All-University Conference.
"It was very difficult to mention
the scoreboard and I'm not glad that
Eberhardt was upset," said Buntz,
who claimed that priorities are mixedup when scoreboards are built before
laboratories.
Bob Eberhardt,
President of the Bank of Stockton,
helped finance half of the $130,000
scoreboard.
"I wouldn't change a thing that I
said because my job was to represent
the faculty," said Buntz.
Buntz consulted with many
faculty members before deciding to
mention the scoreboard.
"The faculty and I recognize the
value of Eberhardt's donations to
UOP academics," said Buntz.
Symbolism was the intention of
Buntz's speech, who feels the word
"symbolism" should be underlined
98 times.
"Athletic programs don't have
to go away but there has to be a
balance," said Buntz.
He feels the faculty has the per
ception that things have gotten out of
balance on the physical side.
"The primary mission of the
University is the transmission of
knowledge," replied Buntz.
Buntz can't understand why
there is trouble getting money for the
library but not in getting money for
athletics.
"We can finish the parking lot,
but we can't finish the chemistry
building," said Buntz.
Dialogue is needed to confront
this issue so it can be brought to the
surface and dealt with intelligently,
according to Buntz.
"PAF is very efficient—very
good at raising money," said Buntz,
of the Pacific Athletic Foundation
which helped build the new fence
around the practice field.
"There is a belief on all cam
puses that success in athletics will
breed funds from academic sides. I
don't think the belief has ever been
tested here," said Buntz.
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Life after college? What an unlikely questioi
the bcgining of another semester.
Joe Freshman is quite sure there is life after »
had better be if he's to justify all the time and mi
about to invest in his education. Besides, everyone
ter four years of intense academic study there is a
citing, high-paying job waiting
for every collef
yes...fulfillment, satisfaction and happiness are <
away.
Joe Graduate, on the other hand, isn't so sure
after college*. His wonderful, exciting, high-pay:
out to be more like an endless, boring ritual of arr
at the same place to perform the same meaningless
only lead him to the same bank, week after week,
hand. While the check in hand is certainly wo
(usually much less than Joe knows he's wortl
fulfillment, satisfaction and happiness.
Is there life after college? What an unlikely
deed. A friend and I drove to San Diego a coupl
ago. As we drove down the superslab I noticed tl
ten cars were carrying students (cars loaded wit
albums) to their southern California dorms. Deja'
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McGahan combines power of the mind with brute strength
The offensive line is the bastion
of big men and brute strength in
football. Its inhabitants are the
epitome of the game's power. But
when one talks football with UOP
senior guard Dan McGahan, he'd
better be prepared to discuss the
power of the mind as well as of the
body.
Although he's one of the
strongest players on the entire Tiger
squad (benching 435 pounds),
McGahan is not a subscriber to the
theory that muscle and brawn are the
only ingredients necessary to be a
good lineman, despite the im
pressions the average fan has.

'People just don't understand
how mental the game really is, par
ticularly on the line," says McGahan.
They think all you do is knock
heads.
"They see the physical part but
don't see the concentration and
techniques employed. They think you
just line up and hit." McGahan, at 62, 250, can definitely throw his weight
around with the best in the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association (PCAA),
but that wasn't always the case.
He arrived at Pacific as a 6-2,
225 pound freshman bench pressing
only 205 pounds. As a prep and in his
early years at UOP, he relied on
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brains and guile to get by.
And, of course, now that
McGahan has become the equal of
most collegiate players in the strength
department, his intelligence has made
him more than an equal in terms of
overall ability and performance. Of
fensive coordinator Bill McQueary
runs out of superlatives in describing
his protege.
"Dan McGahan made a commit
tment to learn the game of football
and to become an outstanding foot
ball player," says McQueary. "He
has physically built himself without
losing any speed or quickness and he
knows what every member of the of
fensive line and backfield will be
doing on every play.
V
"The mental aspects of the game
are essential on the offensive line.
Decisions have to be made very
quickly. A player has to recognize the
alignment he's facing, make calls, go
on a predetermined course and react.
Once the ball's snapped, things hap
pen quickly and if you screw up
there's no chance to recover. Dan is
able to play aggressively and react in
stinctively and correctly which is what
makes him such a good guard."
The fifth-year senior (who will
become UOP's first five-year letterman in '82) was an early recruit to the
line and was offensive MVP at El
Camino his senior year as an offen
sive guard and defensive tackle. "I
have always been bigger than
everybody else which is why I became
a lineman and also probably in
creased my liking for the sport," ex
plains McGahan.
When he started college ball,
McGahan was finally among his peers
physically and learned that the offen
sive line is not the easiest place to step
in and play right away.
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After being made aware of the
problem last Friday, Vice-President
of Finance Robert Winterberg ar
bitrarily ordered that the insurance
problem would be taken resolved.
"The only way I would do something
in this manner is if the president or
dered it," he said. "I will not con
done it, or permit it, and it will not
happen in this way. I am sorry for
any problems that it may have
caused," he said.

Jniversity's Director of Business Ser
vices, Mark Friend, to save the
University students' money on their
supplemental insurance policy, tur
ned into a complex problem that had
to be reversed due to student com
plaints.
The problem arose when the
decision was made, by Mr. Friend, to
make students return the reply card
for the insurance only if they did not
want to enroll in the policy. This was
a complete reversal as compared to
past years where students returned
the card only if they wanted the extra
insurance.
Mr Friend stated that the reason
for the change was to try to keep the
cost down. "I was trying to act in the
students' best interest," he said.
"There would have been a 25
percent increase in the policy if we did
not do it this way, but now I realize

Mark Friend
the confusion, and wished the
problem was caught before it got to
this stage. "We have never done
business in this manner, and don't in-

After much confusion and
debate, the current suplemental in
surance policy will be stopped. No
student will be charged unless they
request the service. A new letter will
be sent out and students that want the
insurance will mail back the card.
If you have any questions, stop
by the Finance Center and they will
be happy to answer any questions
that may arise.
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"The O-line is tough and one of
the hardest positions to learn and
come right into," says McGahan.
"It's like five guys working as oneone big position.
"It's not like defense because if
just one offensive lineman screws up,
the whole play is ruined and injuries
hurt because fitting in a new player is
like putting a new part in an old
machine. You've got to work with it
until it fits right."
McGahan has obviously "fit
right" because he's starting for the
fourth consecutive year and was
selected as one of the Tigers' tricaptains, along with George Dunlap
and Gary Blackwell, for the 1982
season. It's a role he takes seriously.
"I've always practiced hard but
now I find myself practicing even
harder." Head Coach Bob Toledo
says leadership may be McGahan's
finest trait, along with his enthusiasm
and hard work habits. Hard work is
something the tough red-head has
learned a great deal about in
rehabilitating and returning from two
serious knee injuries during his
career-the latest of which occured in
last year's season-opening victory
over Central Michigan.
"I've had injuries and surgeries
to both knees now so I don't have a
fresh one available if it happens
again, but I don't like to think about
injuries-pain is just something you
learn to live with," jokes McGahan,
who will wear knee braces this fall.
One of the key stimulants in his
recovery for the '82 season is the high
hopes for both the offensive line and
the Tiger team.
"The whole program has been
through a real turnaround," he says.
"The biggest change in the last three
years has been the overall strength of
the team, but mentally, we're more
ready to play and when we come out
we know we're capable of winning
and are planning on it."
If McGahan has the season ex
pected of him, he should be a frontrunner foi All-PCAA honors come
November. After that, he's not sure,
but football might still be in the pic
ture.
"I'd love to play more foot
ball," smiles McGahan, who knows
the odds against making it in the
professional game. "I don't know if I
have the talent, but I know I've got
the desire." His future should be rosy
whether it's in football or not.
As belies his beliefs about the
importance of the cerebral aspects of
football, McGahan has been an
above average student at UOP and
will have two degrees, in interper
sonal communications and print
media communications, when he's
through playing, plus a solid business
emphasis. When the economy
stabilizes, he wants to get into real
estate, get a broker's license and
eventually develop land.
But for now, he'll be working on
further developing his own ample
football talent. Some football players
will go through the proverbial brick
wall while others will figure out a way
to go over or around it to get the job
done. Dan McGahan
can do it
whichever way he chooses, which
makes him more than just another of
fensive lineman.

expose the facts. The final decision of
which side you choose will by your's
to make. We are just attempting to
help make public some of the facts.
Q.
How do you feel about this
entire issue that has come up?
A.
I would like to prevent a
polarization of this issue, if possible.
We need some dialog and discussion
in an open forum.
Q.
How do you feel about the
claims we should reduce our standing
to 2A?
A.
It is not whether or not we
reduce to a different level of football.
It's whether we want a football
program or not. This is the cheapest
possible program that we can run.
Q.
What about the claims of the
cost to the university?
A.
Where the distortion comes is
when you take the facts out of con
text. The importance becomes not
each item, but, 'How much does it
cost the university?'
Q.
What about the claims made
at the All-University Conference?
A.
I think what we need more
than anything else is that people can t
go off half-cocked in public sessions,
and express opinions that aren t
based on fact. We have got to
acquaint them with the facts; we have
got to have some dialogue.
Q.
What about the fence
surrounding the practice field?
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the library. I hope the faculty will put
their money where there large voices
have been.
Rosenzweig spoke last and his
topic was on tuition in state-run
schools. Rosenzweig feels it is im
perative that California starts
charging tuition at the state schools,
or the independent school will begin
to be in jeopardy. Rosenzweig did
manage to take a swipe at Governor
Jerry Brown by saying, "Who will be
the next governor will want to be
governor- we have had too many
years of ineffectiveness."
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Speech mis
understanding
By Dan Sousa
Managing Editor

Greg Buntz, chairman of UOP's
Academic Council, has found himself
in the center of turmoil after
delivering a speech during last
Friday's All-University Conference.
"It was very difficult to mention
the scoreboard and I'm not glad that
Eberhardt was upset," said Buntz,
who claimed that priorities are mixedup when scoreboards are built before
laboratories.
Bob
Eberhardt,
President of the Bank of Stockton,
helped finance half of the $130,000
scoreboard.
"I wouldn't change a thing that I
said because my job was to represent
the faculty," said Buntz.
Buntz consulted with many
faculty members before deciding to
mention the scoreboard.
"The faculty and I recognize the
value of Eberhardt's donations to
UOP academics," said Buntz.
Symbolism was the intention of
Buntz's speech, who feels the word
"symbolism" should be underlined
98 times.
"Athletic programs don't have
to go away but there has to be a
balance," said Buntz.
He feels the faculty has the per
ception that things have gotten out of
balance on the physical side.
"The primary mission of the
University is the transmission of
knowledge," replied Buntz.
Buntz can't understand why
there is trouble getting money for the
Greg Buntz
library but not in getting money for
athletics.
"We can finish the parking lot,
A.
The fence was a PAF tradebut
we can't finish the chemistry
out; it did not cost the university any
building,"
said Buntz.
money.
Dialogue is needed to confront
this issue so it can be brought to the
Q.
What about faculty criticism
surface and dealt with intelligently,
in athletics?
according to Buntz.
"PAF is very efficient-very
A
I thind there are a lot of faculty
good
at raising money," said Buntz,
around here who like to sit back and
of the Pacific Athletic Foundation
have a cup of coffee and a cigarette
which helped build the new fence
and talk about what development has
around the practice field.
not been done. If they really are in
"There is a belief on all cam
terested, they ought to get out and get
puses
that success in athletics will
out after that. It is tragic that we do
breed funds from academic sides. I
not have a library, but that was not a
don't think the belief has ever been
priority and there was no group that
tested here," said Buntz.
went out and got a library."
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'Togetherness '

In 1979 the Pittsburah Pirates
played baseball to the tune of "We
Are Family." Some ports minded

ur for UOP Students,

individuals may have tho~ght t~~~
be a litt1e "soft" but the PirateS SIIQ ........
any doubts when they captured the

Budwelse:r

LIGHT

.
nnant that year· And
World Senes pe
'ght despite what
if the Pirat.es .were n UOP football
some pessUJllsts say'
has itself one heckuva' de.fefin!~ii'Y If
The Tiger defense IS
•
they had nothing else going f~Jhe~
their shear togetherness wo
P .
hem through. But the good part IS
~at they do have ph~sical talen~
. d wi'th thelf menta
com b me
preparedness.
. .
1
"The defensive urut lS so c ose
that they will really ~lay hard
together'" said Defensive Coordinator /Line Coach Frank B~uer.
On the dark side of thmgs, the
Tigers lost two top ~otch ~ineback~rs
to graduation, All-Amenc~s Kirk
Harmon and Mike Mernweather
(both of who are playing in the pro
ranks). Adding to UOP's woes,
Pacific lost ''potentially five good
players" to pre-season injuries: tackle
Ken DeShano (ankle), tackle Albert
Del Rio (broken leg), linebacker Nick
Holt (ankle), tackle Marcus Perro
(still recovering from last season's
knee surjury), and Ken Wagner
(collar bone). DeShano and Holt
might make it back later in the season
but Del Rio, Perro, and Wagner are
lost for the year.
"Injuries have really hurt the
defensive unit depth wise," said
Bauer. "We have to change our
defensive philosophy. It's always been
our policy to make the philosophy fit
the personnel. You have to play with
what you have.,
And what Bauer has looks
something like this. The defensive
li~e, although stinging from injuries,
will. have the leadership of 6'2" 2SS
seruor nose guard George Dunlap, an
All-PCAA second team choice in
1981 and one of 1982's tri-c:aptains.
Dunlap is destined to be one of the
~t. at his position this season.
Jommg Dunlap will be quick 6W'
240 senior ~ereshawn Hardy at left
tac~e. At nght tackle will be junior
Nell Ross who was recently moved
fr~m n~se. guard. Backing them up
Will be JUruor tackle Jim Bannowsky
(6'3" • 23S), freshmen tackles Randy
F~~k, W3"' 230), Lamont Gibson
6 3 , 22S), and Seamus Meagher
(6'4", 230) and freshman nose guard

.

(

Jeff Mollett, (6'4", 23S).
Bauer feels that there are 50
"good strong freshmen standou~
that sho~d be able. to suppon tb
linebackmg corps m addition te
returnees. At strong side-outsido
linebacker is. 6'2••, 22S junio~
Thomas Cowhng. At weak sid
outside linebacker is JC transt
Michael Greer (S'10", 200). On
inside are returners junior Ke~
Einck W2", 230) and senior Rob
Kochman (6'2'•, 220).
Providing depth at inside
linebackers will be freshman Dan ~
(6W', 225), Kevin Thompson (6'1"
195), and 6'1", 21S sophomor~
Sheldon MacKenzie. Strengthening
the outside corps will be sophomore
Kevin Freudenthal (6'4", 22S and
just recently moved over from of.
fense), senior Mike Landis (6'1"
205) and freshmen Joe Taylor (6'2"'
210) and Robert Oviedo (6'2", 210).'
In the defensive backfield will be
new faces and added speed. Anchor·
ing the secondary will be S' 11" 185·
pound junior free safety Kevin
Greene, one of the hardest hitting
defensive backs in the league. At
rover will be sophomore Bob Shollin
(6'1'•, 180). At the comer positions
will be quick JC transfer Anthony
Freeman (5' 10", 190) and freshman
redshirt Darrell Divinity W, 180).
Depth in the secondary includes
highly-regarded freshman Michael
Young (6'1", 175), sophomores BiD
Waggor~er (S'lO", 17S) and Brld
Lane (S'10", 180), junior Don
Batiste (5'11", 180), and freshmu
walk-on·Jon Hunter (5'8", 161).
Despite the loss of some aooc1
talent, Bauer hasn't given up ship.

ili

"If the defense plays t()Jdhcr
and if they do the four tbinp that
we've stressed then that will carry us
through," said Bauer. Those four
things being:
1) assipment IIIII
alignment; 2) don't lose containment;
3)don 't get beat deep; and, 4) swarm
to the football.
Though the injuries and lack of
experience at some positions hu left
doubt in some minds, it hun't in
Bauer's, and most importantly, not in
the hearts of the defensive unit.

VANHALEN
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Speech mis
understanding

Kevin Greene, Jr.
Defensive Back
5-11, 185

By Dan Sousa
Managing Editor
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Jniversity's Director of Business Ser
vices, Mark Friend, to save the
University students' money on their
supplemental insurance policy, tur
ned into a complex problem that had
to be reversed due to student com
plaints.
The problem arose when the
decision was made, by Mr. Friend, to
make students return the reply card
for the insurance only if they did not
want to enroll in the policy. This was
a complete reversal as compared to
past years where students returned
the card only if they wanted the extra
insurance.
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Rosenzweig spoke last and his
topic was on tuition in state-run
schools. Rosenzweig feels it is im
perative that California starts
charging tuition at the state schools,
or the independent school will begin
to be in jeopardy. Rosenzweig did
manage to take a swipe at Governor
Jerry Brown by saying, "Who will be
the next governor will want to be
governor- we have had too many
years of ineffectiveness."

Mr. Friend stated that the reason
for the change was to try to keep the
cost down. "I was trying to act in the
students' best interest," he said.
"There would have been a 25
percent increase in the policy if we di
not do it this way, but now I realize

Greg Buntz, chairman of UOP's
Academic Council, has found himself
in the center of turmoil after
delivering a speech during last
Friday's All-University Conference.
"It was very difficult to mention
the scoreboard and I'm not glad that
Eberhardt was upset," said Buntz,
who claimed that priorities are mixedup when scoreboards are built before
laboratories.
Bob Eberhardt,
President of the Bank of Stockton,
iiavi. nuuceu, uul uiu nui.
expose the facts. The final decisionT>F|
helped finance half of the $130,000
which side you choose will by your's
After being made aware of the
scoreboard.
problem last Friday, Vice-President to make. We are just attempting to
"I wouldn't change a thing that I
Ike
Issac
of Finance Robert Winterberg ar help make public some of the facts.
said because my job was to represent
bitrarily ordered that the insurance
the faculty," said Buntz.
Q.
How do you feel about this
problem would be taken resolved.
Buntz consulted with many
"The only way I would do something entire issue that has come up?
faculty members before deciding to
in this manner is if the president or
mention the scoreboard.
I would like to prevent a
dered it," he said. "I will not con A.
"The faculty and I recognize the
polarization of this issue, if possible.
done it, or permit it, and it will not
value of Eberhardt's donations to
We need some dialog and discussion
happen in this way. I am sorry for
UOP academics," said Buntz.
any problems that it may have in an open forum.
Symbolism was the intention of
Buntz's speech, who feels the word
caused," he said.
Q.
How do you feel about the
"symbolism" should be underlined
claims
we
should reduce our standing
After much confusion and
98 times.
to 2A?
"Athletic programs don't have
debate, the current suplemental in
to go away but there has to be a
surance policy will be stopped. No
A.
It is not whether or not we
balance," said Buntz.
student will be charged unless they
reduce to a different level of football.
He feels the faculty has the per
request the service. A new letter will
It's whether we want a football
ception that things have gotten out of
be sent out and students that want the
program or not. This is the cheapest
balance on the physical side.
insurance will mail back the card.
Mark Friend
possible program that we can run."
"The primary mission of the
If you have any questions, stop
the confusion, and wished the
University is the transmission of
by the Finance Center and they will
problem was caught before it got to
Q.
What about the claims of the
knowledge," replied Buntz.
be happy to answer any questions
this stage. "We have never done
cost to the university?
Buntz can't understand why
that
may
arise.
business in this manner, and don't mthere is trouble getting money for the
Greg Buntz
A.
Where the distortion comes is
library but not in getting money for
when you take the facts out of con
athletics.
text. The importance becomes not
"We can finish the parking lot,
A.
The
fence
was
a
PAF
tradeeach item, but, 'How much does it
but we can't finish the chemistry
out; it did not cost the university any
cost the university?'
building," said Buntz.
money.
Dialogue is needed to confront
Q.
What about the claims made
this issue so it can be brought to the
Q.
What
about
faculty
criticism
Inside
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Sneak previews of this year s
upcoming drama department s g
productions and dance co
pany/drama
departme
collaboration. From the classical
musical, Guys and Dolls, to the mo
obscure, yet facinating, Exit
King, there's something to interest
everyone. For more information on
getting involved, or a quick review,
see page 4...
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staunch
Dunlap, Greene
Ideally, a nose guard needs,
along with trength, massive doses of
agility and game intellig':nce. In !-d·
dition to thi , it's benefiClal to enJOY
being fired at by an oppo ing cente~,
love the pass block and pretend 1t
doesn't hun when you're sandwiched
between two offensive linemen.
One uch individual who
es these characteristic • along
po
with ample upphes ol courage anel
drive, i UOP' enior no e guard
Geor e Dunlap.
"Geor e ha a great deal of
ability." ay de fen ive coordinator/ line coach Frank Bauer.
"He' a real hu tier, a hard hitter and
he nev r quits. He' a 'do or die'
uy," dd Bauer with a grin.
Dunlap, a native of Pie ant Hill
nd one of UOP' tri pt in in 1982
(alon with Gary Bl · ell and Dan
1cG ban). me to UOP a a 190
pound linebacker. He now eighs in
t 255 pound and can bench press
400 pound , yet has maintained orne
of hi linebacker peed, combining
trength and quickn .
Dunlap was a late recruit in 1979
but till started as a freshman after
being witched from linebacker. He
played back-up to no e guard Mark
John on as a ophomore. And, as
many oppo ing centers might conf , he came on strong last season,
d pite being plagued with inJuries,
the most seriou being a knee injury
thatrequlred po t· cason urgery.
In 19 1 he was named PCAA
Defensive Player of the Week for his
outstanding performance in the
Tiger ' upset of South Carolina, as
well as taking All-PCAA second team
honor .
Dunlap finished the season sixth
on the team in tackles with 80 and
had five
cks and four fumble
recoveries. He also received the Tully
C. Knoles "Iron Man" Award for
most minutes played during the

cason.

Dunlap was admired by many
for hi tenacity in playing with pain
last eason, but · he admits, a no e
guard i expected to take a lot of
phy ical abu e.
"I play with as much pain as
po ible. If the pain become so inten e that I can't walk, I sit out, but
I'll play until it does. I try to never
give up, • ever y die,' " he miles.
"You can't think of yourself," he
adds. "It's a team effort; you're
relied on by the team. If a lot of
players start sitting out then you lo e
the aspect of team cohesion."
In 1982 Dunlap is expected to be
as healthy and as strong as ever.
"George is a fierce competitor,"
said Head Coach Bob Toledo. "He's
an extremely hard worker and he
teads by example. He should be one
of the finest around at his position."
Dunlap, a member of Toledo's
frrst graduating class, says that much
of his inspiration has come from
players that he's come in contact with
during his career at UOP (among
them, Tiaer stars Brad Vassar, Kevin
Turner, Kirk Harmon).
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Senior George Dunlap

"Coach Bauer is a good coach
and has been a great influence on
me," ay Dunlap, "but a coach can
ta e you only so far. You turn to
your friends to carry you. T~e coach
gives you the tools to do the JOb, J;mt
the coach can't suit up," he admtts.
"The players can take you one step
further. They can suit up and show
you on the field."
And demonstrate on the field is
what Dunlap hopes to do in '82.
"My most important goal is to
help Jead the team to the PCAA title
and the California Bowl,'' says
Dunlap. ''And in reaching that
ultimate goal I'd like to make AliPCAA, but my own goals are secondary."
Though his football career at
Pacific is very important to him, he
claims that it isn't his "true goal" to
further his career in the pros.
"I want to get through college
and get my degree and play the best
football possible,'' said Dunlap. "If
a chance comes along (to play pro)
and if I'm healthy, I'll consider it, but
it's not my life. I'm not dedicated to
football. There's more to my life than
football."
When Dunlap does leave UOP,
he surely won't be forgotten. His
career at Pacific and his contributions
to UOP will certainly be memorable.

Junior Kevin Greene

final two· games of his freshman Year
at rover an~ then ~ed ~he s~
safetY posiuon dunng s~~g Prior to
his sophomore year. But lleopJe
kei't telling me that so I guess rnayt~e 1
do. "I thm
. k t h e reason IS
. that l'
always playi.ng at ~ull speed, have~
lot of velocitY ~n tmpa~. and don't
worry about gettmg h~rt.
Even a player hke Greene gets
banged up though, and he missed
three games in 1981 mi~w~y through
the season d';'e .to knee IDJury before
reclaiming hts Job. at. the ta1l end of
the campaign, fimshmg fifth on th
squad with 86 ta~kle and. getting h~
first career pass mtercept1on against
san Jose State.
"Our whole leaguJ: is pass, Pass
pass," says G;eene of the PCAJ\.
"and our team s offen~e. prepares us
for that type of compet1t10n. In prac.
tice, we see so many different for.
mations and patt~ms that we',re ready
when it's game t1me. Now I m a lot
more confident because my
knowledge is so much better. I think 1
have the whole concept of our de.
fense down pretty well."
"Kevin's biggest improvement
has been his control of himself--he's
more poised," says Hall. "He's
always been a pretty squared away
guy mentally, but he's become more
technically sound and has better body
control.
"He used to be like a wild man
running around on the field. Now be
looks like a football player." And
that's an understatement. Out of
uniform, Greene looks like a body.
builder and the fact that he combines
4.6 speed (40-yard) with a bench press
in the 400-pound range might be a
clue to his tremendous capacity to
strike a blow.
Off the field, Greene is soft·
spoken, articulate and academically.
oriented. Although he wants to give
pro football a shot, he's interested in
several other areas. Now studying
computer science, he hopes to attain a
math degree and also do some
physical education work with kids
and youth agencies.
But first, there's his fmal two
seasons of college football. Greene's
cautiously optimistic about 1982 in
terms of both the secondary and the
entire team.
"During spring ball, the defen·
sive backfield only got to play
together a short time and I think it's
going to be a matter of everybody get·
ting experience," says Greene, who
was one of five boys in a family of
seven children. "After we get in the
flow of things, yes, I think we'll be
very good and the following seasoo,
everyone should be back and we'll be
even better.
. I
"The whole team should be bet·
ter this year, too. I don't know exact·
ly how we'll do, but I'll be content if
we win thl! conteactll. l!··that's the
most important thing."
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The problem arose when the
decision was made, by Mr. Friend, to
make students return the reply card
for the insurance only if they did not
want to enroll in the policy. This was
a complete reversal as compared to
past years where students returned
the card only if they wanted the extra
insurance.
Mr. Friend stated that the reason
for the change was to try to keep the
cost downu. "I was trying to act in the
us best interest," he said.
students
'There would have been a 25
percent increase in the policy if we did
not do it this way, but now I realize

Compound Interest, Bond Yields, Deprecia
tion, and more.. .at the touch of a key.
PLUS
• Shirt-Pocket Portability
• Programming Power
• Continuous Memory
• Dependable Performance
• From Hewlett-Packard!

liave nuuceu, uui uiu nui.
After being made aware of the
problem last Friday, Vice-President
of Finance Robert Winterberg ar
bitrarily ordered that the insurance
problem would be taken resolved.
"The only way I would do something
in this manner is if the president or
dered it," he said. "I will not con
done it, or permit it, and it will not
happen in this way. I am sorry for
any problems that it may have
caused," he said.

Jniversity's Director of Business ser
vices, Mark Friend, to save the
University students' money on their
supplemental insurance policy, tur
ned into a complex problem that had
to be reversed due to student com
plaints.

Mark Friend
the confusion, and wished the
problem was caught before it got to
this stage. "We have never done
business in this manner, and don t m-

After much confusion and
debate, the current suplemental in
surance policy will be stopped. No
student will be charged unless they
request the service. A new letter will
be sent out and students that want the
insurance will mail back the card.
If you have any questions, stop
by the Finance Center and they will
be happy to answer any questions
that may arise.

TOOK INSIDE
Inside
Sports
this
On our editorial page, get a dif
week..Volleyball
is
well
on
it's
way
to
Sneak previews of this year s i
ferent viewpoint on Academic Chair
upcoming drama department st^>e person Greg Buntz's speech and in- a 42nd league win...Football looks to
an upcoming first win in '82...9thproductions and dance co
suing controversy...A round of ap
Pany/drama
d e p a r t m e n t plause for Volleyball Coach ranked Water Polo takes it's talent to
collaboration. From the classical Liskevych and the whole team...Also the UC Irvine Tourney... And, Golf
debuts in Wolfpack Classic... For the
musical, Guys and Dolls, to the
some strong opinions on why a recall
obscure, yet facinating, E*" tne of Joe Hartley might have been suc complete story and more, see Sports,
pages 6 and 7...
Wng, there's something to interest
everyone. For more information on cessful...
getting involved, or a quick review,
see page 4...
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Rosenzweig spoke last and his
topic was on tuition in state-run
schools. Rosenzweig feels it is im
perative that California starts
charging tuition at the state schools,
or the independent school will begin
to be in jeopardy. Rosenzweig did
manage to take a swipe at Governor
Jerry Brown by saying, "Who will be
the next governor will want to be
governor- we have had too many
years of ineffectiveness."
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the library. I hope the faculty will put
their money where there large voices
have been.

Speech mis
understanding
By Dan Sousa
or

HEWLETT
PACKARD

expose the facts. The final decision of
which side you choose will by your's
to make. We are just attempting to
help make public some of the facts.
Q.
How do you feel about this
entire issue that has come up?
A.
I would like to prevent a
polarization of this issue, if possible.
We need some dialog and discussion
in an open forum.
Q.
How do you feel about the
claims we should reduce our standing
to 2A?
A.
It is not whether or not we
reduce to a different level of football.
It's whether we want a football
program or not. This is the cheapest
possible program that we can run."
Q.
What about the claims of the
cost to the university?
A.
Where the distortion comes is
when you take the facts out of con
text. The importance becomes not
each item, but, 'How much does it
cost the university?'
Q.
What about the claims made
at the All-University Conference?
A.
I think what we need more
than anything else is that people can't
go off half-cocked in public sessions,
and express opinions that aren t
based on fact. We have got to
acquaint them with the facts; we have
got to have some dialogue.
Q.
What about the fence
surrounding the practice field?

Greg Buntz
A.
The fence was a PAF tradeout; it did not cost the university any
money.
Q.
What about faculty criticism
in athletics?
A
I thind there are a lot of faculty
around here who like to sit back and
have a cup of coffee and a cigarette
and talk about what development has
not been done. If they really are in
terested, they ought to get out and get
out after that. It is tragic that we do
not have a library, but that was not a
priority and there was no group that
went out and got a library."

Managing Editor

Greg Buntz, chairman of UOP's
Academic Council, has found himself
in the center of turmoil after
delivering a speech during last
Friday's All-University Conference.
"It was very difficult to mention
the scoreboard and I'm not glad that
Eberhardt was upset," said Buntz,
who claimed that priorities are mixedup when scoreboards are built before
laboratories.
Bob Eberhardt,
President of the Bank of Stockton,
helped finance half of the $130,000
scoreboard.
"I wouldn't change a thing that I
said because my job was to represent
the faculty," said Buntz.
Buntz consulted with many
faculty members before deciding to
mention the scoreboard.
"The faculty and I recognize the
value of Eberhardt's donations to
UOP academics," said Buntz.
Symbolism was the intention of
Buntz's speech, who feels the word
"symbolism" should be underlined
98 times.
"Athletic programs don't have
to go away but there has to be a
balance," said Buntz.
He feels the faculty has the per
ception that things have gotten out of
balance on the physical side.
"The primary mission of the
University is the transmission of
knowledge," replied Buntz.
Buntz can't understand why
there is trouble getting money for the
library but not in getting money for
athletics.
"We can finish the parking lot,
but we can't finish the chemistry
building," said Buntz.
Dialogue is needed to confront
this issue so it can be brought to the
surface and dealt with intelligently,
according to Buntz.
"PAF is very efficient-very
good at raising money," said Buntz,
of the Pacific Athletic Foundation
which helped build the new fence
around the practice field.
"There is a belief on all cam
puses that success in athletics will
breed funds from academic sides. I
don't think the belief has ever been
tested here," said Buntz.
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Bob Toledo makes

ly qu ti
life fter

me nd n

From the time that he was frr t
cho en for the po ition as head coach
at Pacific, Bob Toledo has captured
the heart and attention of many with
his wit, charm and talent.
In his fir t year (1979) for example, hew greatly re pon ible for the
more than 19,000 fan that filled
Pacific temorial Stadium each
arne. That number was the large t
average attendance t Pacific in more
than 20 year .
Thou h winning percentage
h ve been ubject to grinding
schedules and youth program, each
team h progr i ely improved (3-7,
4 , S-6). Highlight include bi
·n
in 1979 (Iowa State) and 19 0
(W hington t te) and t ·o big "ins in 19 1 ( outh Carolina, Hawaii).
UOP h
I o been well represented
in the C
tati ti l r nkin the
I t three ear .
Prior to t kin the job at Pacific
Toledo pent three year a the
nd ry coa h t U . Hi Trojan
defensive b ck picked off 56 p
in three
on in luding 2 in 1976
to lead then tion.
Before hi time at Southern Cal,
the 36-year-old Toledo pent three
ons t UC Ri erside, the first as
offen ive coordinator, the final two
head c ch. The Highlander were
IS-6 during his head co ching reign

Tiger

rm.

. pression
liU

on

voP community
(8-3 in 1974 and 7-3 in 197S) lllld
two ~~fornia C?llegiate Ath~~
Assqc•auon championships. 10-~
of the three years, Riversid ~
ranked in the Top 10 natioO:U ~
total offense.
YIll
Before coaching at the
level Toledo compiled a 26-S-l ~
in three seasons at Riordan ~d
School in San Francisco, caPt .&b
two West Catholic Athletic 1 ~
titles. He was an assistant at Ri~
in 1969.
r"'~~~
Toledo was also a sta~
player. He started for San Fra d~ut
State in 1966 and 1967, qu~
backing the Gators to first place~
the Far Western Conference
tn
senior and runner-up honorsas a
previous years.
the

--

In 1967, T?ledo had a record
ting season whtle also claiming mset.
post-season accolades. He compt~ny
211 of 396 passes (.533) for 3 ~
yards and 45 .t~u.chdowns. He'
eight NCAA Dtvtston II records ~
of which still stand. He was rec~~f
selected as a member of the San Fr~
cisco State Hall of Fame. He
graduated from San Francisco Stat
in 1968.
e
Toledo is married (wife Elaine)
and bas three children (Demetra ll
Christa, 12, and Alissa, 6).
' '
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FRANK BAUER

GARY CAMPBELL

Defensive coordinator/line coach.
Fourth year at UOP. Graduated from
Western State College in 1970. Age:
~-

Running backs. First year at UOP.
Graduated from UCLA in 1973 Age·
31.
.
.

r for UOP Students,

STEVE HALL
Defensive backs. Third year at UOP
Graduated from Chico State in 1977.
Age: 28.
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PETE McFADDEN
Assistant defensive backs. Second
year at UOP. Graduated from Chico
State in 1977. Age: 29.

BILL McQUEARY

JOHN RAMSDELL

Offensive coordinator/offensive line.
Fourth year at UOP. Graduated from
San Francisco State in 1969. Age: 36.

Receivers. Fourth year at UOP.
Graduated from Springfield in 1975.
Age: 28.
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Rosenzweig spoke last and his
topic was on tuition in state-run
schools. Rosenzweig feels it is im
perative that California starts
charging tuition at the state schools,
or the independent school will begin
to be in jeopardy. Rosenzweig did
manage to take a swipe at Governor
Jerry Brown by saying, "Who will be
the next governor will want to be
governor- we have had too many
years of ineffectiveness."
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GARY SCOTT

BRUCE SPEEGLE

RUSTY WEEKES

Outside linebackers/recruiting coor
dinator. Third year at UOP.
Graduated from Pacific in 1970. Age:
35.

Offensive line. Second year at UOP.
Graduated from Northern Colorado
in 1977. Age: 27.

Inside linebackers. Second year at
UOP. Graduated from Santa Clara in
1971. Age: 33.
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By Dan Sousa
Managing Editor
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have noticed, but did not."
After being made aware of the
problem last Friday, Vice-President
of Finance Robert Winterberg ar
bitrarily ordered that the insurance
problem would be taken resolved.
"The only way I would do something
in this manner is if the president or
dered it," he said. "I will not con
done it, or permit it, and it will not
happen in this way. I am sorry for
any problems that it may have
caused," he said.

What began as an attempt by the
niversity's Director of Business Ser
vices, Mark Friend, to save the
University students' money on their
supplemental insurance policy, tur
ned into a complex problem that had
to be reversed due to student com
plaints.
The problem arose when the
decision was made, by Mr. Friend, to
make students return the reply card
for the insurance only if they did not
want to enroll in the policy. This was
a complete reversal as compared to
past years where students returned
the card only if they wanted the extra
insurance.
Mr. Friend stated that the reason
for the change was to try to keep the
cost down. "I was trying to act in the
students' best interest," he said.
"There would have been a 25
percent increase in the policy if we did
not do it this way, but now I realize

Mark Friend
the confusion, and wished the
problem was caught before it got to
this stage. "We have never done
business in this manner, and don t in-

After much confusion and
debate, the current suplemental in
surance policy will be stopped. No
student will be charged unless they
request the service. A new letter will
be sent out and students that want the
insurance will mail back the card.
If you have any questions, stop
by the Finance Center and they will
be happy to answer any questions
that may arise.

^cLOOK INSIDE

Sneak previews of this year s iv
upcoming drama department stage
productions and dance com
Pany/drama
department
collaboration. From the classical
musical, Guys and Dolls, to the more
obscure, yet facinating, Exit the
King, there's something to interest
everyone. For more information on
getting involved, or a quick review,
see page 4...

Inside
Sports
this
On our editorial page, get a dif
week..Volleyball is well on it's way to
ferent viewpoint on Academic Chair
a 42nd league win...Football looks to
person Greg Buntz's speech and inan upcoming first win in '82...9thsuing controversy...A round of ap- ranked Water Polo takes it's talent to
Sc for Volleyball Coach
the UC Irvine Tourney... And, Golf
Liskevych and the whole team...Also debuts in Wolfpack Classic... For the
some strong opinions on why a recall
complete story and more, see Sports,
of Joe Hartley might have been suc
pages 6 and 7...
cessful...

clear up any misunaersianamgs aim
expose the facts. The final decision of
which side you choose will by your's
to make. We are just attempting to
help make public some of the facts.
Q.
How do you feel about this
entire issue that has come up?
A.
I would like to prevent a
polarization of this issue, if possible.
We need some dialog and discussion
in an open forum.
Q.
How do you feel about the
claims we should reduce our standing
to 2A?
A.
It is not whether or not we
reduce to a different level of football.
It's whether we want a football
program or not. This is the cheapest
possible program that we can run."
Q.
What about the claims of the
cost to the university?
A.
Where the distortion comes is
when you take the facts out of con
text. The importance becomes not
each item, but, 'How much does it
cost the university?'
Q.
What about the claims made
at the All-University Conference?
A.
I think what we need more
than anything else is that people can't
go off half-cocked in public sessions,
and express opinions that aren't
based on fact. We have got to
acquaint them with the facts; we have
got to have some dialogue.
Q.
What about the fence
surrounding the practice field?

Greg Buntz
A.
The fence was a PAF tradeout; it did not cost the university any
money.
Q.
What about faculty criticism
in athletics?
A
I thind there are a lot of faculty
around here who like to sit back and
have a cup of coffee and a cigarette
and talk about what development has
not been done. If they really are in
terested, they ought to get out and get
out after that. It is tragic that we do
not have a library, but that was not a
priority and there was no group that
went out and got a library."

Greg Buntz, chairman of UOP's
Academic Council, has found himself
in the center of turmoil after
delivering a speech during last
Friday's All-University Conference.
"It was very difficult to mention
the scoreboard and I'm not glad that
Eberhardt was upset," said Buntz,
who claimed that priorities are mixedup when scoreboards are built before
laboratories.
Bob Eberhardt,
President of the Bank of Stockton,
helped finance half of the $130,000
scoreboard.
"I wouldn't change a thing that I
said because my job was to represent
the faculty," said Buntz.
Buntz consulted with many
faculty members before deciding to
mention the scoreboard.
"The faculty and I recognize the
value of Eberhardt's donations to
UOP academics," said Buntz.
Symbolism was the intention of
Buntz's speech, who feels the word
"symbolism" should be underlined
98 times.
"Athletic programs don't have
to go away but there has to be a
balance," said Buntz.
He feels the faculty has the per
ception that things have gotten out of
balance on the physical side.
"The primary mission of the
University is the transmission of
knowledge," replied Buntz.
Buntz can't understand why
there is trouble getting money for the
library but not in getting money for
athletics.
"We can finish the parking lot,
but we can't finish the chemistry
building," said Buntz.
Dialogue is needed to confront
this issue so it can be brought to the
surface and dealt with intelligently,
according to Buntz.
"PAF is very efficient-very
good at raising money," said Buntz,
of the Pacific Athletic Foundation
which helped build the new fence
around the practice field.
"There is a belief on all cam
puses that success in athletics will
breed funds from academic sides. I
don't think the belief has ever been
tested here," said Buntz.

Opponents
at Columbia, S.C.
Saturday, September 4

eg

s. carolina

After a 6-3 start and a convincing victory ~~er N~· 3
ranked orth Carolina, the Gamecocks were nding hi~·
Then disaster truck on the way to a bowl bid as Pac1fic
upset them, 23-21, in Columbia and two more loss~
followed . In the aftermath Coach Jim Carlen lost hlS
job.
.
'
Seven-year
tant Richard Bell has been charge~
with righting the hip. He' inherited a staunch, expenenced defense but a punchless offense.
.
Defensively, Carolina has nine starters back, m-

.
sweep-left offense worked well with
basic sweeP~nght,G ge Rogers in 1980 but after he
Heisrnan Winner eor the offensive potency went with
raduated to the pros,
'ght starters back, including four on the
There ~e el
the revitalization must start with
offensive line, but Grodon aeckham· Beckham threw
senior quarterbac~ as a junior but also tossed 16 interfor over 1,000 yar s eallY seemed comfortable throwing
ceptions and never r
the ball.
. b ck dependable Johnnie Wright is gone
At runmng a v~n veteran is fullback Dominique
and . the onlY 6~?s steadY but no game breaker. The
Blas~ngarne, : icallY a mediocre lot and unless some
rece1vers are t pas in the offense will not return to the
newco~ers .s e d~ring the "Rogers' era."
stature 1t e~?-Joyed
e does return intact and one must
The
gam
be kicking
that this
is South carolina--a pro t 0 t ype 0 f b'lg
r~rnern ~ern football where sheer size and numbers can
tune s~uwn a team lik~ Pacific, which will travel with a
;~~of players, to play i~ front .or 75,000 rabid
artisans in a hot, ultra-hunud env1ronment: The
~amecocks as Bob Toledo knows only too well, will also
have a srnail score to settle with ''that little school from

b.

dudina monstrous All-American t.adde AndreW ~

(6-3 , 255). The rest of the frontline and linebacking
units are also back with the exception of NFL draft
~boice Emanuel Weaver at nose guard. Sophomore
lineb cker James Seawright and his junior counterpart
J.D. Fuller are touted as potential tars.
In the secondary, 1981 interception leader Harry
Skipper, fellow nior Pat Bowen and junior Troy
Thomas are till around but they'll need to be improved,
because Provence and crew ·will undoubtedlY have to
carry the load until the Gamecock offense comes around.
Bell imported Hawaii's offensive coordinator, Dave

F~, to put some pep into the attack and South Carolina

so

California."

will no doubt be more versatile than in the past. Their

=============================================~
Saturday, September 11

UC Davis

The witch from South Carolina to UC Davis in the
pace of .seven days will be a dramatic one that will find
~OP pitted in reversed roles. Here, the Tigers will be the
~11 bu~y and the local angle gives Davis that much more
mcenuve to knock off the "giant."
Coach Jim Sochor' s Aggies are a club that simply
cannot be taken lightly. They've captured 12 consecutive
Far Westerl! Conference titles and upset the Tigers, 3114, the last tune the two rivals met four years ago.
Quarterback Ken O'Brien has pro size (6-4, 200) and
has thrown for 3,SOO yards and 21 touchdowns the last
t o ~ns . A two-time All-FWC choice he's the key to
the Davu offense.
'
h His primary target will be wide receiver David Snow
w ose 18 receptions i';' '81 was tops on the squad. That
figure hould 1° up this time around because O'Brien will
hav.e better protection, courtesy of a much more expenenced offensive line.
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Tackles Andy Craig (6-S, 225) and Kurt Rockwell (61, 237) and guards John Johnson (6-2, 235) and Steve Nill
(6-0, 225) all started for last year's championship team
and the time in the trenches together will serve them well.
The ground game is still suspect with fullback Mike
Shaw, who gained just 137 yards last season, the only
known commodity.
All-conference end Glenn Fricker and running mates
Pat Doherty and Bob Slater give the Aggies quality on the
defensive line while Bo Eason and Gavin Carr are back to
assume starting spots in the secondary.
The linebacking posts are empty, however and
Sochor is hoping newcomers like Doug Gray and Loyal
Minor can step right in.
UOP has won 13 of its last 14 against Davis and have
a good shot at making it 14 of IS, particularly with the
.Aggies' young defense, but this won't be any pushover.
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Webster and the fullback tandem of Robert Farmer and
Darren Corpus. Webster raked opponents for 1,139 yards
on the ground as a sophomore in '81 and scored 12 times
on his way to all-conference honors.
All-Big Sky performers Scott Baker at center and
Jon Zogg at guard anchor the offensive line and JC trans
fer guard Larry Felix has starting potential.
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Since joining the PCAA last November, UNLV has
become the Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde team of the league.
Harvey Hyde, that is, a successful JC coach at Pasadena
for many years, who was the choice to replace retired
Tony Knap at the Vegas helm. It hasn't been an easy in
troduction to the college game for the new coach.
When the Rebels were introduced as the newest kid
on the PCAA block, they were considered certified con
tenders for the '82 loop crown. But when Vegas opens the
entire college season on national cable TV, Sept. 2 vs.
BVU, the outlook will be quite a bit cloudier than it was
10 months earlier.
Hyde's offense, which he still says "has explosive
potential," was jolted when the nation's top returning
receiver and second team AP All-American Jim San
dusky (68 catches), and later standout tight end Jeff Spek
(54 catches), took a hike and ended up transfering to San
Diego State.
That coupled with the graduation losses of exciting
quarterback Sam King and top running back Michael
Morton, leaves the Rebels void of much experience of
fensively.
Four starters-tackle Dan McQuaid (6-7, 245), center
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The Bulldogs are another somewhat unknown quan
tity in the PCAA race. They were alternately good and
bad during 1981. A big winner over Oregon in their
opener, they proceeded to lose Five straight but won their
last three-two of the victories coming at the expense of
Arizona and Nevada-Las Vegas.
FSU coach Jim Sweeney blamed the losing skein on
injuries and claimed his club might have been as good as
9-2 without them. That's not likely, but this year they
should have the capability to win (or lose for that matter)
any league game.
Sweeney says, "We're not married to the forward
pass but we've kind of adopted it." At least he has the
athletes to back that philosophy of putting the ball up.
Quarterback Jeff Tedford was the best in the conference
at his position last year with the exception of Steve
Clarkson (San Jose). He threw for 1,879 yards and 11
TDs and the Bulldogs scored 30 or more points four
times. He'll be understudied by former starter Sergio
Toscano and freshman Kevin Sweeney, the coach's son.
The running attack should be steady but not spec
tacular. All-purpose fullback Ted Torosian will be
missed and the brunt of the load should fall to former
walk-on Terry Carter and JC transfer Eric Redwood.

. L..J . *

The defense is in a rebuilding phase and the new
mentor concedes that "it will have to give up yards but
hopefully won't break down completely." End Aaron
Moog is a player and so's linebacker Chris DeChristo.
Mike Walker, a linebacker who played well for the Rebs
two years ago, is back and Wymon Henderson and
Kinyon Jenkins form a solid foundation in the secon
dary.
Hyde's team has been picked for fourth but could
probably end up almost anywhere above or below that.
There's a great deal of raw talent here but also a great
deal of uncertainty.
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The problem arose when the
decision was made, by Mr. Friend, to
make students return the reply card
for the insurance only if they did not
want to enroll in the policy. This was
a complete reversal as compared to
past years where students returned
the card only if they wanted the extra
insurance.

Mark Friend
the confusion, and wished the
problem was caught before it got to
this stage. "We have never done
business in this manner, and don t m-

After much confusion and
debate, the current suplemental in
surance policy will be stopped. No
student will be charged unless they
request the service. A new letter will
be sent out and students that want the
insurance will mail back the card.
If you have any questions, stop
by the Finance Center and they will
be happy to answer any questions
that may arise.

^CLOOK^NSIDE
Inside
Sports
this
On our editorial page, get a dif
Sneak previews of this year s five ferent viewpoint on Academic Chair week..Volleyball is well on it's way to
upcoming drama department stage person Greg Buntz's speech and in- a 42nd league win...Football looks to
productions and dance com- suing controversy...A round of ap an upcoming first win in '82...9thranked Water Polo takes it's talent to
pany/drama
departmen
plause for Volleyball Coach
collaboration. From the classical Liskevych and the whole team...Also the UC Irvine Tourney... And, Golf
musical, Guys and Dolls, to the more some strong opinions on why a recall debuts in Wolfpack Classic... For the
obscure, yet facinating, Exit the of Joe Hartley might have been suc complete story and more, see Sports,
pages 6 and 7...
King, there's something to interes
everyone. For more information on cessful...
getting involved, or a quick review,
see page 4...
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the library. I hope the faculty will put
their money where there large voices
have been.
Rosenzweig spoke last and his
topic was on tuition in state-run
schools. Rosenzweig feels it is im
perative that California starts
charging tuition at the state schools,
or the independent school will begin
to be in jeopardy. Rosenzweig did
manage to take a swipe at Governor
Jerry Brown by saying, "Who will be
the next governor will want to be
governor- we have had too many
years of ineffectiveness."
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at Fresno

Tailback Lafayette Fletcher, another JC player, was to
have played a key role but was declared ineligible because
of a recruiting violation which could touch other players
and have farther-reaching effects when investigations
are concluded.
The man Sweeney wants to get the ball to often is
senior wide receiver and world class triple jumper Henry
Ellard. The swift Ellard caught 38 passes for 808 yards in
1981 and hauled in all-conference accolades. Stephone
Paige is also back at split receiver and All-PCAA tackle
Ed Carter and tight end Bill Griever head up a fairly ex
perienced offensive line.
Sweeney says his defense will be faster and more
physical in '82. There's a bevy of experience among the
"up seven" and names like defensive end Kevin Jones (63, 225) will cause headaches for FSU foes. In the defen
sive backfield, Steve Cordle and Tim Washington are
noteworthy losses, but veteran starters Matt McKnight
and Kent Paine are available.
Fresno has two of the best specialists in the PCAA in
placekicker Scott Darrow and punter Rusty Karraker,
which could be decisive in close games. The 'Dogs were
tabbed for fifth by the media. They could come home
higher.

have noticed, but did not."
After being made aware of the
problem last Friday, Vice-President
of Finance Robert Winterberg ar
bitrarily ordered that the insurance
problem would be taken resolved.
"The only way I would do something
in this manner is if the president or
dered it," he said. "I will not con
done it, or permit it, and it will not
happen in this way. I am sorry for
any problems that it may have
caused," he said.

What began as an attempt by tne
Jniversity's Director of Business Ser
vices, Mark Friend, to save the
University students' money on their
supplemental insurance policy, tur
ned into a complex problem that had
to be reversed due to student com
plaints.

Mr. Friend stated that the reason
for the change was to try to keep the
cost down. "I was trying to act in the
students' best interest," he said.
"There would have been a 25
percent increase in the policy if we did
not do it this way, but now I realize

Sean Sloan (6-6, 250) and guards Charles Cain (6-2, 240)
and Paul Herman (6-2, 240)--return on the offensive line
so that's a start and UNLV has always been known for its
depth.
Hyde says his quarterback prospects are all "no
names but very capable." JC transfers Genet Wallace
and Steve Whits and holdover Allyn Reynolds are the
frontrunners. Talented Keyvan Jenkins is an unpolished
gem at tailback and Darral Hambrick is being counted on
to develop quickly at wide receiver.
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Four all-leaguers are back on defense-tackle
Michael Bourgeau, linebackers John Rade and Curt
Hecker and safety Larry Alder. Recruits Chuck Butler
(LB), Carl Keever (LB) and Curtis Collins (DB) come
highly-regarded.
The Sept. 25 battle with Pacific will be the first-ever
meeting of the two schools.

drsial items mentioned at the conference

jntzspeak
Speech mis
understanding
By Dan Sousa
Managing Editor

clear up any misunderstandings anu j
expose the facts. The final decision of
which side you choose will by your's
to make. We are just attempting to
help make public some of the facts.
Q.
How do you feel about this
entire issue that has come up?
A.
I would like to prevent a
polarization of this issue, if possible.
We need some dialog and discussion
in an open forum.
Q.
How do you feel about the
claims we should reduce our standing
to 2A?
A.
It is not whether or not we
reduce to a different level of football.
It's whether we want a football
program or not. This is the cheapest
possible program that we can run."
Q.
What about the claims of the
cost to the university?
A.
Where the distortion comes is
when you take the facts out of con
text. The importance becomes not
each item, but, 'How much does it
cost the university?'
Q.
What about the claims made
at the All-University Conference?
A.
I think what we need more
than anything else is that people can't
go off half-cocked in public sessions,
and express opinions that aren't
based on fact. We have got to
acquaint them with the facts; we have
got to have some dialogue.
Q.
What about the fence
surrounding the practice field?

A.
The fence was a PAF tradeout; it did not cost the university any
money.
Q.
What about faculty criticism
in athletics?
A
I thind there are a lot of faculty
around here who like to sit back and
have a cup of coffee and a cigarette
and talk about what development has
not been done. If they really are in
terested, they ought to get out and get
out after that. It is tragic that we do
not have a library, but that was not a
priority and there was no group that
went out and got a library."

Greg Buntz, chairman of UOP's
Academic Council, has found himself
in the center of turmoil after
delivering a speech during last
Friday's All-University Conference.
"It was very difficult to mention
the scoreboard and I'm not glad that
Eberhardt was upset," said Buntz,
who claimed that priorities are mixedup when scoreboards are built before
laboratories.
Bob Eberhardt,
President of the Bank of Stockton,
helped finance half of the $130,000
scoreboard.
"I wouldn't change a thing that I
said because my job was to represent
the faculty," said Buntz.
Buntz consulted with many
faculty members before deciding to
mention the scoreboard.
"The faculty and I recognize the
value of Eberhardt's donations to
UOP academics," said Buntz.
Symbolism was the intention of
Buntz's speech, who feels the word
"symbolism" should be underlined
98 times.
"Athletic programs don't have
to go away but there has to be a
balance," said Buntz.
He feels the faculty has the per
ception that things have gotten out of
balance on the physical side.
"The primary mission of the
University is the transmission of
knowledge," replied Buntz.
Buntz can't understand why
there is trouble getting money for the
library but not in getting money for
athletics.
"We can finish the parking lot,
but we can't finish the chemistry
building," said Buntz.
Dialogue is needed to confront
this issue so it can be brought to the
surface and dealt with intelligently,
according to Buntz.
"PAF is very efficient-very
good at raising money," said Buntz,
of the Pacific Athletic Foundation
which helped build the new fence
around the practice field.
"There is a belief on all cam
puses that success in athletics will
breed funds from academic sides. I
don't think the belief has ever been
tested here," said Buntz.
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The experts around the PCAA ha\e y
coach
underrating Utah State. Maybe it sb
^ jack of
Bruce Snyder usually bemoans everyith»lg
f that his
talent to a tortuous travel schedule as p conference
Aggies have no business even being in 1 . ysU is
much less competing. Or maybe .Ps the fact
located in Logan, Utah, tucked deeply
^ center.
Valley, light years away from any major mea
usU
Whatever the reason, everyone regula y 1
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only a cursory look during the pre-seaso ^
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PCAA, the Aggies have finished first N™* ® , by the
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praises of his team. Watch out.
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Snyder's defense, No. 1 in the PCAA to stopping
opponents from scoring last year, returns . shawn
three of them All-PCAA performers. TwHe SM^
Miller (6^, 247), picked as an honors candidale >y
preseason publications, is compared fa™rabJ i both
to past USU greats Rulon Jones and Mike Perko,
current NFL residents.
. , pxneriNose guard J.L. Coon gives Snyder added e p
ence in the pits. All-leaguer Pat McKenna heads up

Life after colleg
Life after college? What an unlikely questio
the bcgining of another semester.
Joe Freshman is quite sure there is life after
had better be if he's to justify all the time and m
about to invest in his education. Besides, everyone
ter four years of intense academic study there is a
citing, high-paying job waiting
for every collet
yes...fulfillment, satisfaction and happiness are •
away.
Joe Graduate, on the other hand, isn't so sure
after college*. His wonderful, exciting, high-pay
out to be more like an endless, boring ritual of ari
at the same place to perform the same meaningles
only lead him to the same bank, week after week
hand. While the check in hand is certainly w<
(usually much less than Joe knows he's wort)
fulfillment, satisfaction and happiness.
Is there life after college? What an unlikel
deed. A friend and I drove to San Diego a coupi
ago. As we drove down the superslab I noticed tl
ten cars were carrying students (cars loaded wi
albums) to their southern California dorms. Deja'
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Defensive y,
Hnnlev and nose guard Ivan
festok1 idTackle Julius Holt ar'e standouts. Three startal returning in the secondary including semor
Alfred Gross from Stockton's Franklin High School.
UOP coach Toledo feels his Tigers cani play with UA
but once again, this is the Pac-10 and Pacific will be hurt
by the numbers game. The Tigers do get one break, catch
ing the Wildcats one week after UA travels to Notre
Dame and one week prior to a key Pac-10 road contest at
Washington State.
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Saturday, November 6

* Long Beach State
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Head coach Dave Currey calls this his "mystery
team" and says he's optimistic due to recruiting and a
fine spring session. In reality, his team's problems will
become all too clear when the season gets underway—
primarily lack of experience.
The 49ers, who went from 8-3 and the PCAA title in
1980 to 2-8 in 1981, have just four starters back and a
fairly rugged schedule to undertake. To compound the
difficulties, there's no time to experiment with the specter
of UCLA staring them right in the face, Sept. 11, in the
season opener.
Currey says, "it's every coach's dream to play in the
Rose Bowl," but few would want to be in Currey's shoes
when he takes his youthful squad in against the Bruins.

positions
Visit 3rd floor, N»

Long Beach has seemingly solved its quarterback
woes of last year, however, with the spring emergence of
JC All-Stater Todd Dillion from San Joaquin Delta
College. Currey's passing game is built around the QB
and he says Dillion "has the knack for making everybody
else look good when he's on the field."

2

at Anaheim

Another offensive jewel is scatback Lenny Mont
gomery, second team All-PCAA a season ago. The
brother of the Philadelphia Eagles' Wilbert, Lenny net
ted 7.7 yards every time he touched the ball last year.
Tim Gross is a more than adequate back-up.
The Niners have some speed at wide receiver, par
ticularly 9.5 100-yard man Billy Ervin, but lack anyone
with game savvy. The line needs to be totally rebuilt.
Defensively, Currey will rely heavily on his
linebackers, which as a group rank favorably with most
in the conference. Junior David Howard and senior Ken
Faul both walked away with All-PCAA honors in '81. JC
All-Americans Mike Trudeau and Craig Bradley give the
defensive front some credibility but the inexperienced
secondary could be in big trouble in this pass-happy con
ference.
Last year, Currey found that there's a very fine line
between winning and losing, as three of his four league
losses were by narrow margins. That line could get
stretched a bit in 1982 unless his JC recruits come on
very quickly.
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Happy Hour for UOP Students,
Faculty & Alumn: Anytime
Football on the Big Screen
Happy Hour during all games

Monday Nite Football starts
Wed. 9-8-82 with
49er Hilite Film
and
2 Blooper Films
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Arizona

When UOP visited Arizona Stadium in Tuscon two
years ago, the Tigers thrashed the Wildcat defense for
over 400 yards total offense, a school record 396 through
the air, and scored 35 points. Unfortunately, Arizona
scored 63. The score should be much closer this bme.
Larry Smith is in his third year as coach of the Wild
cats and his teams have shown constant progress-but
have been erratic in doing it. Last season UA defeated
then-No. 1 ranked USC but later fell to Fresno State. Not
exactly the epitome of consistency.
Thirty-nine lettermen are back, including junior
quarterback Tom Tunnicliffe who threw for 1,420 yards
and nine TDs as a sophomore. Flashy junior tailback
Brian Holland should handle the majority of the running
chores and wide receiver Kevin Ward is another who start
ed in '81. Tight end Mark Keel (27 catches) is touted as
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Overly Trac Frp fl
u ' Mervyn Fernandez, Bob
H°°per> GlenMcClaren, etc.
are gone fromQ
are gone trom the Spartan camp. The bad news is that
their replacements may be even better.
PCAA°lnh HJaf hlT7' Th°Se tCam Pranced through the
University of Tnt J™ ^ the Calif°™a Bowl to
university of Toledo, again has speed, speed, and more
speed in ^lineup and the most depth in the conference.
nlosive It wil/b! Spartan offense was awesomely ex
plosive. It will be much of the same name your poison
CheS this time around- Quarter
ve °r
I art"8 C?u
e back^te
back Steve
Clarkson,
the trigger man in the San
Jose

SKrrS;373 yards and 28 touchd—
h'S favorite tar8et> Hanker Tim
KearSenibrJ
el)' JC transfer Eric Richardson, a 6-2
Iiv~ n J
I
ErU! ?
—1
•t0 give the sPartans the most
teared 1-2 receiving punch in the conference.
. EJway says he's got eight candidates lining up for
Willhite s job at tailback but the heir apparent is 6-1, 190

speedster Bobby Johnson, a JC teammate of Richardson
at Monterey Peninsula, who some say is simply a bigger
version of Willhite. Paving the way for these glamour
boys will be an offensive line with four returning starters.
Elway's defense often didn't get the credit it de
served last year because of the team's tremendous offensive
exploits, but the Spartans led the PCAA in most defen
sive categories. There are some holes to be filled this fall,
but also some solid holdovers.
The secondary looks particularly tough, a good sign
when most of your opponents like to throw the ball. Gill
Byrd and Ken Thomas could be the best cornerback duo
on the West Coast and newcomer Sherman Cockroft is
expected to start at safety. Elway needs some linebackers
to emerge, but the down line will be steady, led by AllPCAA tackle Steve McEnroe and nose man Jessie Green,
who personally wreaked havoc on UOP last year.
The media picks the Spartans to repeat handily.
They're by no means invincible Gust ask University of
Toledo) and they do open with five consecutive road
games.
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Saturday, November 20

In the last two years under coach Gene Murphy, this
perennial PCAA doormat has shown signs of getting off
the floor. They beat Fresno State and only San Jose State
whipped the Titans by more than five points a year ago.
Murphy says, "this is the best team that we've had,"
but also admits that his committment to high school
recruiting probably won't start bearing fruit until 1983
and '84.
One must, however, question just how much of an
authority Murphy is in comparing PCAA talent when he
says that his own Jeff York (a medium-speed, slightly
above average pass catcher) "is as good as any receiver in
the conference," (we're talking
Tim Kearse, Eric
Richardson, Eric McPherson, Lionel Manuel, Henry
Ellard, etc. here). Let's get serious Gene.
In truth, the Titans are better but will probably have
a struggle getting out of the cellar. Their starting quarter
back out of spring was little (6-0, 160) Damon Allen,
Marcus' brother. But he's really only the stand-in for
Bob Caffrey, who was playing baseball.
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Caffrey probably heeded to be in spring camp if the
Titans expect their passing attack to go. And they're
going to need it to go because they have little depth in the
backfield, where swift Roy Lewis and fullback Todd
Gerhardt have the only real game experience. Super
strong Van Campfield (brother of NFL running back
Billy) could come on there.
The aforementioned York is the No. 1 receiver and
the offensive line is improving, with All-PCAA guard
Larry Baker the best of the recognizable faces.
On defense, Murphy can gaze fondly at nine re
turning starters, including all-conference picks Mike
Kennedy at tackle and Lee Miller in the secondary.
Linebackers Rick Senteno and Washington State transfer
John West, tackle Andre Pinesett and defensive Rodney
"Paine" Weber are others to watch according to Murphy.
In a very closely bunched conference race, Fullerton
could be the year's surprise team. But in this case it's
most likely that better isn't good enough.

V
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Sheldon Mackenzie, OLB
David Brown, RB
Cornell Muldrow, RB
3 3 Gregg Daniel, RB
3 5 Bill Wo1sky, RB
3 6 Joe Taylor, OLB
3 7 Thomas Cowling, OLB
3 8 Kevin Einck, ILB
4 2 Kevin Greene, DB
4 4 Gary Blackwell, RB
4 7 Kevin Thompson, LB
4 8 Don Batiste, DB
4 9 Bill Waggoner, DB
5 0 Robert Oviedo, OLB
5 1 Stuart Weimers, OT
5 3 Kevin Freudenthal, OLB
5 5 Jim Ilearn, C
5 6 Carl Hancock, LB
5 9 Rob Kochman, ILB
6 0 Seamus Meagher, DT
6 1 Jeff Carter, OG
6 2 Lamont Gibson, DT
6 3 Jeff Mollett, NG
6 4 George Dunlap, NG
Mike Avripr t , OT
6

Kurt Heinrich, WR
Troy Kuretich, WR
Darrell Divinity, DB
Kenny Wagner, DB
James Mackey, RB
Mike Love, WR
Marshall Lampson, P
Jeff Council, PK
Michael Greer, OLB
Bob Shollin, DB
Jim McCahill, QB
Paul Berner, QB
Sander Markel, QB
Brent Smith, QB
Lionel Manuel, WR
Michael Young, DB
Scott Kinney, P/PK
Mike Holford, RB/DB
Garry Parcells, WR
Brad Lane, DB
Kirby Warren, RB
Antioune Lang, RB
Anthony Freeman, DB
Jon Hunter, DB
Brad Osb^rrr, RP

have noticed, but did not."
After being made aware of the
problem last Friday, Vice-President
of Finance Robert Winterberg ar
bitrarily ordered that the insurance
problem would be taken resolved.
"The only way I would do something
in this manner is if the president or
dered it," he said. "I will not con
done it, or permit it, and it will not
happen in this way. I am sorry for
any problems that it may have
caused," he said.

What began as an attempt ny tne
Jniversity's Director of Business Ser
vices, Mark Friend, to save the
University students' money on their
supplemental insurance policy, tur
ned into a complex problem that had
to be reversed due to student com
plaints.
The problem arose when the
decision was made, by Mr. Friend, to
make students return the reply card
for the insurance only if they did not
want to enroll in the policy. This was
a complete reversal as compared to
past years where students returned
the card only if they wanted the extra
insurance.
Mr. Friend stated that the reason
for the change was to try to keep the
cost down. "I was trying to act in the
students' best interest," he said.
"There would have been a 25
percent increase in the policy if we did
not do it this way, but now I realize

Mark Friend
the confusion, and wished the
problem was caught before it got to
this stage. "We have never done
business in this manner, and don't m-

After much confusion and
debate, the current suplemental in
surance policy will be stopped. No
student will be charged unless they
request the service. A new letter will
be sent out and students that want the
insurance will mail back the card.
If you have any questions, stop
by the Finance Center and they will
be happy to answer any questions
that may arise.

Sneak previews of this year s five
upcoming drama department stage
productions and dance com
Pany/drama
department
collaboration. From the classic
musical, Guys and Dolls, to the more
tn®
obscure, yet facinating,
Wng, there's something to interest
everyone. For more information on
Setting involved, or a quick review,
seepage4...

On our editorial page, get a djf~
ferent viewpoint on Academic Chair
person Greg Buntz's speech and insuing controversy...A round of ap
clause for Volleyball Coach
Liskevych and the whole team...Also
some strong opinions on why a recall
of Joe Hartley might have been suc
cessful...

Inside
Sports
this
week..Volleyball is well on it's way to
a 42nd league win...Football looks to
an upcoming first win in '82...9thranked Water Polo takes it's talent to
the UC Irvine Tourney... And, Golf
debuts in Wolfpack Classic... For the
complete story and more, see Sports,
pages 6 and 7...
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Dan McGahan, OG
Nick Holt, ILB
6 9 Robert Zolg, C
7 0 Craig Triplett, OG/C
7 1 Wes Sibole, OT
7 2 Eduardo Yagues, OG
7 3 Greg Pacos, OG/C
7 4 Neil Ross, DT/NG
7 5 Cary Smith, OT
7 6 Steve Smith, OT
7 7 Rick Penn, OT
7 9 Floyd Layher, OT
8 1 Dan Barnes, ILB
Ron Woods, WR
82
8 3 Ken DeShano, DT
8 5 Tony Camp, TE
8 6 Bob Horodecky, WR
8 7 Marcus Perro, DT
8 8 Mark Rogers, TE
8 9 Greg Thomas, TE
9 2 Mike Landis, OLB
9 4 Randy Franck, DT
9 5 Jim Bannowsky, DT
9 7 Albert Del Rio, DT
9 9 Kereshawn Hardy
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ersial items mentioned at the conference.

jntz speak
Speech mis
understanding
By Dan Sousa
Managing Editor

clear up any misunderstandings anu
expose the facts. The final decision of
which side you choose will by your's
to make. We are just attempting to
help make public some of the facts.
Q.
How do you feel about this
entire issue that has come up?
A.
I would like to prevent a
polarization of this issue, if possible.
We need some dialog and discussion
in an open forum.
Q.
How do you feel about the
claims we should reduce our standing
to 2A?
A.
It is not whether or not we
reduce to a different level of football.
It's whether we want a football
program or not. This is the cheapest
possible program that we can run."
Q.
What about the claims of the
cost to the university?
A.
Where the distortion comes is
when you take the facts out of con
text. The importance becomes not
each item, but, 'How much does it
cost the university?'

^•TLOOK INSIDE

Rosenzweig spoke last and his
topic was on tuition in state-run
schools. Rosenzweig feels it is im
perative that California starts
charging tuition at the state schools,
or the independent school will begin
to be in jeopardy. Rosenzweig did
manage to take a swipe at Governor
Jerry Brown by saying, "Who will be
the next governor will want to be
governor- we have had too many
years of ineffectiveness."

U.C. DAVIS

1982 UOP Numerical Roster
1

i percent, but
lly half that

the library. I hope the faculty will put
their money where there large voices
have been.

Q.
What about the claims made
at the All-University Conference?
A.
I think what we need more
than anything else is that people can't
go off half-cocked in public sessions,
and express opinions that aren't
based on fact. We have got to
acquaint them with the facts; we have
got to have some dialogue.
Q.
What about the fence
surrounding the practice field?

Greg Buntz
A.
The fence was a PAF tradeout; it did not cost the university any
money.
Q.
What about faculty criticism
in athletics?
A
I thind there are a lot of faculty
around here who like to sit back and
have a cup of coffee and a cigarette
and talk about what development has
not been done. If they really are in
terested, they ought to get out and get
out after that. It is tragic that we do
not have a library, but that was not a
priority and there was no group that
went out and got a library."

Greg Buntz, chairman of UOP's
Academic Council, has found himself
in the center of turmoil after
delivering a speech during last
Friday's All-University Conference.
"It was very difficult to mention
the scoreboard and I'm not glad that
Eberhardt was upset," said Buntz,
who claimed that priorities are mixedup when scoreboards are built before
laboratories.
Bob
Eberhardt,
President of the Bank of Stockton,
helped finance half of the $130,000
scoreboard.
"I wouldn't change a thing that I
said because my job was to represent
the faculty," said Buntz.
Buntz consulted with many
faculty members before deciding to
mention the scoreboard.
"The faculty and I recognize the
value of Eberhardt's donations to
UOP academics," said Buntz.
Symbolism was the intention of
Buntz's speech, who feels the word
"symbolism" should be underlined
98 times.
"Athletic programs don't have
to go away but there has to be a
balance," said Buntz.
He feels the faculty has the per
ception that things have gotten out of
balance on the physical side.
"The primary mission of the
University is the transmission of
knowledge," replied Buntz.
Buntz can't understand why
there is trouble getting money for the
library but not in getting money for
athletics.
"We can finish the parking lot,
but we can't finish the chemistry
building," said Buntz.
Dialogue is needed to confront
this issue so it can be brought to the
surface and dealt with intelligently,
according to Buntz.
"PAF is very efficient—very
good at raising money," said Buntz,
of the Pacific Athletic Foundation
which helped build the new fence
around the practice field.
"There is a belief on all cam
puses that success in athletics will
breed funds from academic sides. I
don't think the belief has ever been
tested here," said Buntz.
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Life after college? What an unlikely questi
the begining of another semester.
Joe Freshman is quite sure there is life aftet
had better be if he's to justify all the time and r
about to invest in his education. Besides, everyon
ter four years of intense academic study there is t
citing, high-paying job waiting
for every coll*
yes...fulfillment, satisfaction and happiness are
away.
Joe Graduate, on the other hand, isn't so sur
after college*. His wonderful, exciting, high-pa
out to be more like an endless, boring ritual of a.
at the same place to perform the same meaningle
only lead him to the same bank, week after wee!
hand. While the check in hand is certainly w
(usually much less than Joe knows he's wor
fulfillment, satisfaction and happiness.
Is there life after college? What an unlike
deed. A friend and 1 drove to San Diego a couj
ago. As we drove down the superslab I noticed j
ten cars were carrying students (cars loaded w
albums) to their southern California dorms. Deji
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5 Buntz's speech, titled "Get
l Academics," was filled with
arisons between athletics
cademics.
"We can finish the parkir
idjacent football stadium) but th
wnistry building isn't finished,
untz in his speech.
Comparisons were also
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